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Heritage takes the most from latest safety
technologies and serves all in a refined vintage
cover. Retro fans and custom lovers will find wide
options to choose from. Get ready to start Trilobite
gentlemen ride or meet your crazy fellows and ride
free together with passionate vintage souls. No
matter what way you choose, you will always ride
in style and safe with Trilobite®.

Street & Travel collection speaks to all
adventure riders who search for exceptional riding
performance. The comfort and safety are two key
targets which you can achieve with Trilobite®. Eat
miles, thrash the dirty road, go easy through long
travels and always return home with the feeling
you need to relish it again and again.

Urban collection is here to satisfy all city riders
and meet their expectations in a balanced blend
of design and function. You can do just daily
rides from A to B or you might love night city
cruising and taking your mind off things, maybe
you prefer street joy ride with your friends.
Simply, feel good and look good in Trilobite®
urban collection apparel.

RIDE IN STYLE

RIDE SAFE

WEAR TRILOBITE PREMIUM ARAMID FASHION !

8

years
of premium
aramid fashion
experience

jacket
Adventurer

gloves
Cafe´ Dark Blue

jeans
Probut X-Factor

motorcycle
Ducati Scrambler

ADVENTURER
1994

BLUE

BROWN

Adventurer jacket hides real functionality under its real heritage looking cover. This jacket has been
designed in honor of old-school enduro and adventure riders. Besides the intense style, it gives riders all
they need when travel long distance. Safety, comfort, waterproofness, visibility.
The material used on this jacket in its front part and sleeves is a 2-layer waxed cotton directly
laminated with Tri-tex® membrane 10 000 / 10 000. It is combined with leather that complements
the design of the product while increasing its abrasion resistance. The leather panels are lined with a
membrane and the seams are laminated with a waterproof tape. The back panel is made from a 3-layer
laminated material consisting of waxed cotton, Tri-tex® membrane and DuPont™ Kevlar® original
aramid fibers that are highly resistant to abrasion. It is all in one layer at the back side. The jacket is
hydrophobically treated to boost up its waterproof features.
As a standard this jacket is delivered with protectors in shoulders and elbows. Since Adventurer jacket
is a real travel equipment, there are various reflective elements all over the jacket which increase the
visibility when on the road. To store personal necessities riders can use up to five pockets in front, three
pockets inside the jacket, one extra spacious enduro pocket at the back and a smart compartment on a
sleeve to store a highway toll ticket, so it does not get lost while riding.
Adventurer jacket has longer fitting which is a common feature for all travel jackets. It has rubber stretch
straps in the waist zone to increase comfort and improve fitting. The sleeve width is adjustable using a
strap and buttons. Conservative heritage design is complemented by debossed logos at the back.
All zippers on this jacket are original YKK durable zippers. On the main zipper you will find a new fancy
YKK Trilobite zipper puller. The lining inside this jacket is made from recycled polyester material which is
produced from plastic bottles collected from the sea. This way Trilobite helps to make our planet cleaner.

SPECIFICATION

Outer material:
▪ 80% Wax Cotton - combination of 3-layer
Wax Cotton (directly laminated with Tri-Tex®
membrane and Kevlar® by DuPont™) and
2-layer Wax Cotton (directly laminated with
Tri-Tex® membrane) and 20% Cow leather
Lining:
▪ Lining made of 100% recycled polyester
Protection:
▪ protectors in shoulders and elbows; prepared
for back protector
▪ Aramid Fibers made with original Kevlar® by
DuPont™ in back, shoulders and elbows

Ergonomic Features:
▪ 5 pockets in front; 3 inner pockets; 1 spacious
enduro pocket; 1 sleeve pocket
▪ Flexible waist
▪ Adjustable sleeve width
Ventilation:
▪ Breathable Tri-Tex® membrane
with 10 000 g/m2/24h
Water resistance:
▪ Tri-Tex® membrane with 10 000 mm water
column
Fit:
▪ Old-school adventure, classic enduro, vintage
off road and on road style, men EU sizes (S 4XL) Perfectly matches with Trilobite® Ton-Up
jeans and Agnox jeans.

Kevlar® and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of E.I.
du Pont de Nemours and Company.

3-layer laminated material consisting of waxed cotton, Tri-tex® membrane and Aramid Fibers

MATERIALSAdventurer

FEATURES
100%
WATERPROOF

STRETCH
COMFORT
ZONES

REFLECTIVE
ELEMENTS

ARAMID
ABRASION
RESISTANCE

LEATHER
ABRASION
RESISTANCE

PREPARED
FOR BACK
PROTECTOR

ADJUSTABLE
STRAPS

RECYCLED
MATERIALS

SHOULDERS, and ELBOWS included

COLOR VERSIONS
▪ Blue
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▪ Brown

Aramid Fibers
lining

Adventurer

Wax Cotton

SIZES
▪ MEN

S | M | L | XL | 2XL | 3XL | 4XL

leather
A+ Quality
Cowhide

(Vintage Hand Wax Effect)

laminated cotton
2-layer Waxed Cotton
directly laminated
WTP/BRTH
3-layer Waxed Cotton
directly laminated
WTP/BRTH/Aramid

reflect panel
by direct printing

pockets
lot of inside and
outside

100% recycled
inner lining
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leather
A+ Quality
Cowhide

(Vintage Hand Wax Effect)

laminated cotton
2-layer Waxed Cotton
directly laminated WTP/
BRTH
3-layer Waxed Cotton
directly laminated
WTP/BRTH/Aramid

100% recycled
inner lining

NO RULES CUSTOM BIKE
(Sportster XL 1200)

Trilobite
Raw Authentic Jeans
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RUSTLER
1993

BROWN

BLACK / GREEN

Rustler is a vintage style jacket with modern technologies inside. Do not be confused by its civil design. At
the first glance, this jacket looks like a fashionable jacket for everyday wear. Yes, you can also use it for this
purpose, but its main essence for bikers is hiding in this product. The complete back panel, elbow and shoulder
zones are lined with aramid fibers which ensure a high level of abrasion resistance. The body of the jacket
is made of a combination of two main materials, Cow leather and laminated Wax Cotton with a 10 000 /
10 000 Tri-Tex® membrane. The jacket is hydrophobically treated to boost up its waterproof features. For
reinforcement of the whole construction of the jacket, triple seams are used frequently. Stretch panels in
the waist help to increase wearing comfort of this jacket. On sleeves you will find adjustable straps with buttons to set the optimal width. There are two inner and four outer pockets which ensure enough storage space.
Overall retro look is complemented by metal trilobite decorations, a new fancy YKK Trilobite zipper puller and
embossed logo on the back leather panel. All zippers are original YKK durable zippers. The lining inside this
jacket is made from recycled Polyester material which is produced from plastic bottles collected from the sea.
This way Trilobite helps to make our planet cleaner.

3-layer laminated material consisting of
Waxed Cotton and Tri-tex® membrane

SPECIFICATION
Outer material:
▪ 80% Wax Cotton laminated with Tri-Tex®
membrane and Aramid fibers made with original
Kevlar® by DuPont™, 20% genuine cow leather
Lining:
▪ Lining made of 100% Recycled Polyester
Protection:
▪ protectors in shoulders and elbows; prepared
for back protector
▪ Aramid fibers made with original Kevlar® by
DuPont™ inside the laminate in impact zones
Ergonomic Features:
▪ 4 outer pockets; 2 inner pockets
▪ collar with button adjustment, stretch panels
for better fitting at waist, adjustable button

strap at waist, adjustment button straps with
zipper at arm
Ventilation:
▪ Breathable Tri-Tex® membrane
with 10 000 g/m2/24h
Water resistance:
▪ Tri-Tex® membrane with 10 000 mm water
column
Fit:
▪ Custom bikes, vintage on road style, men
EU sizes (S - 4XL) Perfectly matches with
Trilobite® Raw Authentic jeans.
Kevlar® and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of E.I.
du Pont de Nemours and Company.

FEATURES
100%

MATERIALS

WATERPROOF

STRETCH
COMFORT
ZONES

ADJUSTABLE
STRAPS

ARAMID
ABRASION
RESISTANCE

LEATHER
ABRASION
RESISTANCE

RECYCLED
MATERIALS

rustler

PREPARED
FOR BACK
PROTECTOR

Wax Cotton

SHOULDERS, and ELBOWS included

COLOR VERSIONS

▪ Brown
▪ Black/Green
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rustler

SIZES
▪ MEN

Aramid fibers lining

S | M | L | XL | 2XL | 3XL | 4XL

VICTORY

BROWN

1992

GREEN / BROWN

RED / BLUE
Victory is a light summer waterproof jacket in an aviator style with protective elements. Wax Cotton
body combined with hand waxed leather panels make this product a true fashion jacket.
The leather parts on this jacket not only complement the overall design, but also perfom as a protective
element. They are used in zones where there is a greater risk of friction when a rider falls off a motorcycle.
In addition, these leather parts are lined with DuPont™ Kevlar® original aramid fibers, so that maximum
protection against abrasion is ensured. The back panel is completely lined with aramid fibers too. For
optimal air circulation, ventilation pockets are located on the front side of the sleeves and ventilation
outlets on the back side of the jacket. Riders can set the waist width by adjustable straps with Velcro.
Victory jacket is waterproof thanks to 10 000/10 000 TRI-TEX® membrane layer inside. The jacket is
hydrophobically treated to boost up its waterproof features.
Two internal zip pockets and five outer pockets guarantee enough storage for all your personal stuff. The
most striking design element of this jacket is the leather striping on the front that is complemented with
metal decors carrying Trilobite logos. The back panel is unobtrusively decorated with Trilobite debossed
logo to Wax Cotton. Ribbed cuffs in the waist and sleeves put this jacket in the so-called Aviation style.
Under the main zipper, there is a design neoprene flap.
All zippers are original YKK durable zippers. On the main zipper you will find a new fancy YKK Trilobite
zipper puller. The lining inside this jacket is made from recycled Polyester material which is produced
from plastic bottles collected from the sea. This way Trilobite helps to make our planet cleaner.

SPECIFICATION
Outer material:
▪ 85% Wax Cotton laminated with Tri-Tex®
membrane, 15% Cow leather
Lining:
▪ Lining made of 100% recycled Polyester
Protection:
▪ protectors in shoulders and elbows; prepared
for back protector
▪ Aramid fibers lining in back, shoulders and
elbows made with original Kevlar® by DuPont™
Ergonomic Features:
▪ 5 outer pockets; 2 inner pockets
▪ Adjustable waist

FEATURES
Ventilation:
▪ Air vent inlets on sleeves, air outlet at the back
▪ Breathable Tri-Tex® membrane
with 10 000g/m2/24h
Water resistance:
▪ Tri-Tex® membrane with 10 000 mm water
column
Fit:
▪ Custom bikes, café racers, vintage on road
style, men EU sizes (S - 4XL) Perfectly
matches with Trilobite® Ton-Up jeans and Acid
Scrambler jeans.

Kevlar® and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of E.I.
du Pont de Nemours and Company.

MATERIALS

Victory

100%
%
WATERPROOF

AIR
VENTILATION

ADJUSTABLE
STRAPS

ARAMID
ABRASION
RESISTANCE

LEATHER
ABRASION
RESISTANCE

RECYCLED
MATERIALS

PREPARED
FOR BACK
PROTECTOR

Wax Cotton

Aramid fibers lining

SHOULDERS, and ELBOWS included

COLOR VERSIONS
▪ Brown
▪ Red / Blue
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Victory

▪ Green / Brown

SIZES
▪ MEN

S | M | L | XL | 2XL | 3XL | 4XL

leather
A+ Quality
Cowhide

(Vintage Hand Wax Effect)

material composition
Wax Cotton
aramid fibers lining

10 000/10 000 TRI-TEX membrane

Victory stripes
70's style, wow... Cool!
made from A+
quality Sheep
leather
gloves
Comfee Black

Acid Scrambler Jeans
TRILOBITE BRAT
CUSTOM BIKE
(Sportster 883)
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SYMPHIS ROCKER JACKET
962

Modern jacket with leather sleeves you can wear
for any adventure trip or city riding. Classy combination of Trilobitex®, B-Dry denim and buffalo
natural premium leather gives the jacket very
distinctive look. The jacket itself looks like a
regular denim and leather jacket, but with the
safety funcions provided it competes a high-end
technical motorcycle apparel. Trilobitex® material is used for the back body with B-Dry denim
for the rest of the jacket. Trilobitex® is composed
of 4 directly laminated layers joined in one single structure which combines civil look (denim),
abrasion resistance (aramid fibres made with
original Kevlar® by DuPont™), waterproof nano
membrane and soft body mesh. The sleeves of the
jacket are made of true Buffalo natural leather.
The jacket is equipped with CE level 2 protectors
in shoulders, elbows, and back. To increase the
comfort and convenience, the denim has the hydrophobic treatment which gives the jacket water
repellent feature, zippers are waterproof, seams
are sealed with waterproof tape. The jacket has
the ventilation pockets, removable thermo lining, 3M Scotchlite reflective stripe at the back for
the maximum visibility in dark.
Symphis rocker

SYMPHIS ROCKER JACKET LADIES
962

SPECIFICATION

Outer material:
▪ Trilobitex® and B-Dry
Protection:
▪ CE Level 2 protectors at the back, shoulders,
and elbows
▪ Aramid fibers made with original Kevlar® by
DuPont™ inside Trilobitex®
Ergonomic features:
▪ 8 pockets
▪ Adjustable waist
▪ Invisible collar magnet fixing
▪ Connection zipper to pants

Ventilation:
▪ Air vent pockets
▪ Breathable nano membrane
with 10 000 g/m2/24h
Thermo insulation:
▪ Removable thermo lining
Water resistance:
▪ Nano membrane with 10 000 mm water
column
Fit:
▪ Travel off road and on road vintage style,
men (S – 3XL) and ladies (S – XL) EU sizes.
Perfectly matches with Trilobite® Symphis
Rocker jeans.

FEATURES

MATERIALS

100%
%

WATERPROOF

HYDROPHOBIC
TREATMENT

ZIP CONNECTION
WITH PANTS

LADIES
VERSION
AVAILABLE

REMOVABLE
THERMO LINER

ARAMID
ABRASION
RESISTANCE
TRILOBITEX

LEATHER

SIZES
▪ MEN
▪ LADIES

BACK, SHOULDERS, and ELBOWS
included

Kevlar and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of
®

E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Company.

®
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Symphis rocker

S | M | L | XL | 2XL | 3XL
S | M | L | XL

B-DRY

laminated denim
10 000/10 000 TRILOBITEX®
and B-Dry
4-layer KEVLAR
BEST SELLER
leather
A+ Quality
Buffalo
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ACID SCRAMBLER JACKETBLACK/BROWN
964

BLACK

Acid Scrambler jacket is a performance motorcycle jacket
made in vintage design. Retro waist, shoulder ribs, and leather
sleeves give this jacket real old school style. Besides, the style
Acid Scrambler jacket has many protective features. Lining
with original DuPont™ Kevlar® aramid fibres in impact zones
(back, shoulders, and elbows) which ensures abrasion resistance
during friction. Removable CE level 2 protectors in shoulders,
elbows, and back will guarantee maximum impact protection.
The jacket has a detachable thermo lining. During summer
rides you can easily remove it, thus gain light safety jacket with
air inlets on side seams. In a cold weather you zip in the thermo
lining to make the jacket warm again. Acid Scrambler jacket is
comfortably fitted and due to elastic 11.5 oz denim you feel it
as a part of your body. Stretch panels in elbows and shoulders
ensure freedom of movement. This jacket is composed of high
end components only. YKK metal zippers and original Kevlar®
aramid fibres from DuPont™ are essential part of this product.
Acid Scrambler is a technical vintage leather/denim jacket for
riders who recognize vintage style but do appreciate premium
protection and high comfort as well.

SPECIFICATION

Outer material:
▪ 11.5 oz Elastic Denim, 98% Cotton, 2%
Elastane, Buffalo leather
Outer shell lining:
▪ Aramid fibers lining in back, shoulders,
and elbows made with Kevlar® by progressive
DuPont™ technology
Protection:
▪ CE Level 2 protectors at back, shoulders,
and elbows
Ergonomic features:
▪ 4 outer pockets, 4 inner pockets
▪ Stretch panels in underarm zones, shoulders,
and elbows

▪ Waist Velcro straps and sleeves button straps
for adjusting the size
▪ Collar magnet locks
▪ Connection zipper to trousers
Ventilation:
▪ Side air inlets
Thermo insulation:
▪ Removable thermo lining
Fit:
▪ Scrambler bikes, vintage on road style, regular
men EU sizes (S - 4XL). Perfectly matches with
Acid Scrambler jeans.
Kevlar® and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of
E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Company.

FEATURES

MATERIALS

ARAMID
ABRASION
RESISTANCE

Acid scrambler

STRETCH
COMFORT ZONES

BACK, SHOULDERS, and ELBOWS
included
Denim

COLOR VERSIONS

SIZES

▪ Black

▪ MEN

Acid scrambler

▪ Black/Brown
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Aramid fibers lining

S | M | L | XL | 2XL | 3XL | 4XL

Leather

leather

Aramid

full body protection
LEVEL 2 protectors
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DISTINCT SHIRT GREY
1870

BLUE

MATERIALS

FEATURES

SPECIFICATION
Outer material:
▪ Wax Cotton
Inner material:
▪ Polyester Mesh Lining, Aramid fibers
Protection:
▪ CE Level 2 protectors in shoulders and elbows
▪ Prepared for back protector
▪ Aramid fibers made with original Kevlar® by
DuPont™ in back and elbows

Stylish wax denim shirt made for freestyle and
comfortable city or countryside riding. The top
material is made of wax cotton that does not have
an oil-greasy finish, and gives the DISTINCT shirt
the right vintage look. Trilobite® metal logos in front
and buttons as well as the leather label on the back
provide the classy look for the rider.
DISTINCT shirt is boosted up with protection
features such as a set of CE Level 2 shoulder
and elbow protectors, so you can have an extra
protection right where you want it. Additionally, you
can equip this shirt with CE Level 2 back protector
to increase the safety while riding. Furthermore, the
shirt is underlined with Aramid fibers at back and
elbows. Trilobite® Distinct is a comfortable shirt
thanks to its simple design and clever features such
as back gussets that add the comfort while holding
the handlebars of the motorcycle. Overall, this shirt
is perfect for town and country riding due to the
design of the shirt which gives the statement of
serious rider in style.
distinct

Ergonomic features:
▪ 2 outer pockets
▪ 2 inner pockets
▪ Adjustable sleeves by buttons
Fit:
▪ City riding and on road style, men EU sizes.
Perfectly matches with Trilobite® Acid
Scrambler and Raw Authentic jeans.

SHOULDERS and ELBOWS
included
PREPARED
FOR BACK
PROTECTOR

ARAMID
ABRASION
RESISTANCE
distinct

Wax cotton

Kevlar® and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of E.I.
du Pont de Nemours and Company.
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COLOR VERSIONS

SIZES

▪ Grey
▪ Blue

▪ MEN

Aramid fibers lining

S | M | L | XL | 2XL | 3XL | 4XL

TIMBER
2.0 SHIRT
1971

GREY

LIGHT BLUE

BLUE

ORANGE

Timber is a favorite lumber style shirt customized
for vintage riders. It is coming in four color
variations. The shirt is reinforced with complete
protective aramid fibres lining made with Kevlar®
by DuPont™ technology. Additionally, the shirt
is boosted up with a set of CE Level 2 shoulder
and elbow protectors, so you can have an extra
protection right where you want it. Optionally, you
can equip this shirt with CE Level 2 protector at
back to increase the safety while riding. The shirt
has the direct embroidery on back and metal logo
in front pocket. Wearing a piece of protective
clothes can look really awesome. It is perfect for
easy riding and so comfortable for hanging around
when you are off your wheels of steel. When it
comes to hot summer days you can just open the
air ventilation in underarm zones.

SPECIFICATION
Outer material:
▪ 100% Cotton
Inner material:
▪ 100% Polyester Mesh Lining, Aramid fibers
Protection:
▪ CE Level 2 protectors in shoulders and elbows
▪ Prepared for back protector
▪ Full aramid fibers lining made with original
Kevlar® by DuPont™
Ergonomic features:
▪ 2 outer pockets
▪ 2 inner pockets

FEATURES
▪ Adjustable sleeves by buttons and YKK zippers
▪ Air ventilation under arms adjustable by YKK
zippers
Fit:
▪ City hangout riding, gentlemen rides, men
EU sizes (S - 5XL). Perfectly matches with
Trilobite® Ton-Up, Acid Scrambler and Raw
Authentic jeans.

ARAMID
ABRASION
RESISTANCE

MATERIALS

Timber

PREPARED
FOR BACK
PROTECTOR

SHOULDERS and ELBOWS
included

Kevlar® and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of E.I.

COLOR VERSIONS

du Pont de Nemours and Company.

▪ Light blue
▪ Grey
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▪ Blue
▪ Orange

Timber

Aramid fibers lining

SIZES
▪ MEN

S | M | L | XL | 2XL | 3XL | 4XL | 5XL
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KICKSTART JACKET

BLACK

1890

Inconspicuous, yet sophisticated jacket of HERITAGE collection, made for freestyle and comfortable riding.
The top material is made of Wax cotton that does not have oil-greasy finish, and gives the KICKSTART jacket
the right vintage look. The 2 layer construction makes this jacket an all season equipment. Trilobite brand
equals the premium aramid fashion, so even this jacket can not miss the protection of Kevlar® by DuPont™
aramid fibers. Denim panels on the jacket are made of Trilobitex® technical denim which contains aramid
fibres and nano membrane inside. Tri-Tex® membrane with high level of WTP 10 000 mm and breathability
(BRTH) of 10 000 g/m2/24h and Thermolite® thermo insulation lining are connected to the jacket when
you need it. All these features give Kickstart jacket extensive abrasion and water resistance.
Trilobite Kickstart is a comfortable jacket thanks to its simple design and clever features such as back gussets
that add the comfort while holding the handlebars of the motorcycle. The jacket is equipped with CE Level 2
protectors at the shoulders and elbows, and a pocket for protector at back. All zippers on the jacket are high
quality YKK, all important parts are triple stitched, and to increase the visibility on road, Kickstart jacket has
a reflective stripe behind the neck on the back.

SPECIFICATION

Outer material:
▪ Wax Cotton and Trilobitex®
Protection:
▪ CE Level 2 protectors in shoulders and elbows;
prepared for back protector
▪ Aramid fibers made with original Kevlar® by
DuPont™ inside Trilobitex®
Ergonomic features:
▪ 4 outer pockets; 4 inner pockets
▪ Adjustable sleeves
▪ Collar lock
Visibility:
▪ Reflective stripe behind the neck
Ventilation:

FEATURES

▪ Breathable Tri-Tex® membrane
with 10 000 g/m2/24h
Thermo insulation:
▪ Removable Thermolite® lining
Water resistance:
▪ Tri-Tex® membrane with 10 000 mm water
column
Fit:
▪ Adventure custom riding, men EU sizes (S - 3XL).
Perfectly matches with Trilobite® Ton-Up and
Symphis Rocker jeans.

100%
%
WATERPROOF
ARAMID
ABRASION
RESISTANCE

MATERIALS
REFLECTIVE ELEMENTS

PREPARED
FOR BACK
PROTECTOR

TRILOBITEX

SHOULDERS and ELBOWS
included

Kevlar® and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of E.I.

COLOR VERSIONS

du Pont de Nemours and Company.

▪ Black
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kickstart

kickstart

®

SIZES
▪ MEN

S | M | L | XL | 2XL | 3XL

Wax Cotton

WAX
COTTON VEST
1990

BLACK

Sophisticated vest made of Wax Cotton is a
piece that every moto enthusiast might enjoy to
have available for shorter trips on the road. Thanks
to Wax Cotton and Kevlar by DuPont aramid lining, this vest is water and abrasion resistant. Most
exposed parts are triple stitched. From the back
part you can unlock a strap that can be used for adjustment and closing the collar while wind or rain
riding. The vest contains a back pocket for back
protector. Trilobite Wax Cotton Vest is durable
and will last great deal of time. If you are looking
for high quality vest, it is just for you!

MATERIALS

FEATURES

SPECIFICATION

pockets
Outer material:
▪ 100% Wax Cotton + 220 g Aramid fibers made with Fit:
Kevlar® by DuPont™
▪ Custom and urban on road style, regular men EU
sizes (S - 3XL). Perfectly matches with Trilobite®
Inner material:
Ride’N’Roll bib jeans and Ton-Up jeans
▪ 100% Polyester mesh
Kevlar® and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of E.I. du
Protection:
Pont de Nemours and Company.
▪ Outer shell: aramid fibers by Kevlar® by DuPont,
Prepared for back protector
Ergonomic features:
▪ Adjustability: removable strap at back convenient
to use at collar
▪ Pockets: 2 hand pockets, 2 chest pockets, 2 inner

ARAMID
ABRASION
RESISTANCE

VAX

WATERPROOF

PREPARED
FOR BACK
PROTECTOR

Wax Cotton

COLOR VERSIONS
▪ Black
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VAX

Aramid fibers lining

SIZES
▪ MEN

S | M | L | XL | 2XL | 3XL | 4XL

BROWN
RALLY
2.0
JACKET
1997

BLACK

SPECIFICATION

Outer material:
▪ 78% Wax Cotton, 25% Trilobitex®
Protection:
▪ CE level 2 protector in shoulders and elbows;
prepared for back protector
▪ Aramid Fibers made with original Kevlar® by
DuPont™ inside Trilobitex®
Ergonomic Features:
▪ 10 pockets; large storage space at the back
▪ Adjustable waist and sleeves
▪ Collar lock
Visibility:
▪ Reflective elements in front and back
▪ MicroPhoton II Super LED light
Ventilation:

In 2019 collection we are introducing an improved version of the popular Rally jacket. All technical features
and general characteristics have been preserved. Rally 2.0 jacket composes of three layers. Outer shell is
made of the combination of Wax Cotton and Trilobitex® denim. Tri-tex® waterproof membrane creates
a removable mid layer with the 10 000 mm water column. The layer closest to the body is made with
a removable thermo Polyester liner. The zippers of individual layers have different color for your better
orientation. Denim panels on the jacket are made of Trilobitex® technical denim which contains aramid
fibers and nano membrane inside. These attributes give Rally jacket extensive abrasion and water
resistance qualities. To increase protection, shoulders are equipped with anti-abrasion carbon look TPU
protectors.
Rally 2.0 has new cargo style pockets and one extra pocket for your convenience in the front part. There are
various reflective elements all over the jacket to increase visibility of the rider on road.
When your bike needs an attention, or you search the map looking for direction and it is dark outside, the
tiny yet powerful Micro Photon II Super LED light is handy on your jacket. The beam of light is visible 1,6
km and it is rated 4,5+ Lumens, although actual output is somewhat higher. The light can run 12hours of
countinuous usage and it works even in sub-zero temperatures. It weights only 7 grams and the combination
of Photon´s glass-filled Polyurethane body and unbreakable LED bulb makes a virtually indestructible light.
Every rider trully welcomes this feature.
New multiple adjustment belts make it easy to find the right set up of the fitting. Rally 2.0 has slightly longer
fitting to fully cover your back not only when standing on the foot rests on your enduro bike. This is a common
feature for all travel jackets.
The jacket is hydrophobically treated with to boost up its waterproof features. In the front part and sleeves
there are extensive air ventilation inlets which bring enough fresh air. At the back side there is an air outlet
which takes the hot air away. A noticeable element at the back side of the jacket is an enduro style pocket
where riders can store travel equipment, for example maps, travel guides and others.
Rally 2.0 jacket is a complex product for travelers who search for a balanced level of comfort, safety and
functionality. It is the right choice for long distance riding.
rally jacket

FEATURES

MATERIALS

10 0 %

▪ Air vent inlets on chest and sleeves, air outlet
at the back
▪ Breathable Tri-Tex® membrane
with 10 000g/m2/24h
Thermo insulation:
▪ Removable Thermolite® lining
Water resistance:
▪ Tri-Tex® membrane with 10.000 mm water
column
Fit:
▪ Travel off road and on road style, adventure
riding, men EU sizes. (S - 4XL) Perfectly matches
with Trilobite® Agnox and Probut X-factor jeans.

WATERPROOF

AIR
VENTILATION

REMOVABLE
WATERPROOF
LINER

REFLECTIVE ELEMENTS

ARAMID
ABRASION
RESISTANCE

ADJUSTABLE
STRAPS

PREPARED
FOR BACK
PROTECTOR

Wax Cotton

TRILOBITEX

®

SHOULDERS, and ELBOWS included

COLOR VERSIONS

Kevlar® and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of E.I. du
Pont de Nemours and Company.

▪ Black
▪ Brown
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rally jacket

SIZES
▪ MEN

S | M | L | XL | 2XL | 3XL | 4XL

laminated denim
TRILOBITEX®
10 000/10 000 mm
2 removable layers
inside
BEST FOR ALL
SEASON ADVENTURE

AGNOX
JACKET
963

Agnox jacket is an adventure ready hi-tech jacket.
Perfect combination of style, safety and waterproofness makes out of this jacket a perfect riding
equipment for demanding adventure riders. The most
technical materials have been used for production
of this motorcycle riding jacket. Agnox jacket looks
like a normal denim with its function however it
compares to high end technical motorcycle apparel.
Trilobitex® material is used in impact shoulder, elbow
and complete back panel. This material is composed
of 4 directly laminated layers joined in one single
structure which combines civil look (denim), abrasion
resistance (aramid fibres made with original Kevlar®
by DuPont™), waterproofness (nano membrane) and
soft touch to rider’s body (mesh). The rest parts of the
jacket are made of directly laminated 3-layer waterproof denim called B-Dry which has same structure
except for aramid fibers layer.
Agnox jacket provides an extreme level of safety
with its 6,7 s abrasion resistance time, tested in TÜV
according to 13595-2 standard. CE level 2 protectors
in shoudlers, elbows, and back will guarantee
maximum impact safety. When it comes to rain, nano
membrane inside Trilobitex® starts to perform. It has
10 000 mm water column and 10 000 g/m2/24h
breathability. All seams are sealed with a waterproof
tape. All zippers are waterproof. Jacket is hydrophobic
treated all over the surface which provides additional
water repellent features.
To ensure a proper level of comfort, the jacket has
stretch panels in elbows, back side of shoulders, and
under the sleeves. Waist dimension can be adjusted
by button straps. On the chest there are two air
inlet pockets, at the back one large air outlet. Agnox
jacket has a removable thermo lining which comes
in handy during cold months. It is fixed by 3 zippers
to the jacket. For maximum visibility in dark, there
is a eflective stripeAgnox
at the back side under the collar.

AGNOX JACKET LADIES

963

SPECIFICATION

Outer material:
▪ Trilobitex® and B-Dry
Protection:
▪ CE Level 2 protectors at the back, shoulders,
and elbows
▪ Aramid fibers made with original Kevlar® by
DuPont™ inside Trilobitex®
Ergonomic features:
▪ 8 pockets
▪ Stretch panels on the back side of shoulders,
elbows, and under arms
▪ Adjustable waist
▪ Invisible collar magnet fixing
▪ Connection zipper to pants

Ventilation:
▪ Air vent inlets on chest, outlet at the back
▪ Breathable nano membrane
with 10 000 g/m2/24h
Thermo insulation:
▪ Removable thermo lining
Water resistance:
▪ Nano membrane with 10 000 mm water column
Fit:
▪ Travel off road and on road style, men (S – 3XL)
and ladies (S – XL) EU sizes. Perfectly matches
with Trilobite® Agnox and Probut X-factor
jeans.
Kevlar® and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of E.I.
du Pont de Nemours and Company.

FEATURES

MATERIALS

100%
%

WATERPROOF

HYDROPHOBIC
TREATMENT

ZIP CONNECTION
WITH PANTS

REMOVABLE
THERMO LINER

ARAMID
ABRASION
RESISTANCE

LADIES
VERSION
AVAILABLE

STRETCH
COMFORT
ZONES

TRILOBITEX

SIZES
▪ MEN

▪ LADIES

BACK, SHOULDERS, and ELBOWS
included

Agnox
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®

S | M | L | XL | 2XL | 3XL
S | M | L | XL

B-DRY

laminated denim
10 000/10 000 TRILOBITEX® and
B-Dry
4 directly laminated layers
full body protection
LEVEL 2 protectors
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PARADO JACKET LIGHT BLUE
961

Trilobite 961 Parado jacket is a performance
motorcycle jacket. Denim look gives perfect impression
of street atmosphere. It is a protective and safe jacket,
yet ventilated well and comfortable.
Parado jacket is lined with original DuPont™ Kevlar®
aramid fibers in impact zones (back, shoulders, and
elbows) which ensures abrasion resistance during
friction. Removable CE level 2 protectors in shoulders,
elbows, and back will guarantee maximum impact
protection.
The jacket has a detachable thermo lining. During
summer rides you can easily remove it and have a light
riding equipment with extensive air inlet pockets on
chest and back air outlet pocket. In a cold weather you
zip in the thermo lining to make Parado jacket warm.
Riders find this jacket extremely comfortable due to
elastic 11.5 oz denim. Stretch zones are made of elastic
panels and ribbing to provide maximum freedom of
movement.
This jacket is composed of high end components only.
YKK metal zippers and original Kevlar® aramid fibers
from DuPont™ are essential part of this product.
Parado jacket is CE certified and GS marked. It is
produced under TÜV control.
Parado jacket is a technical denim jacket for riders who
search for maximum protection and perfect comfort.
Parado

PARADO JACKET LADIES
961

LIGHT BLUE

FEATURES

SPECIFICATION
Outer material:
▪ 11.5 oz Elastic Denim, 98% Cotton, 2%
Elastane
Outer shell lining:
▪ Aramid fibers lining in back, shoulders, and
elbows made with Kevlar® by progressive
DuPont™ technology
Protection:
▪ CE level 2 protectors at back, shoulders,
and elbows
Ergonomic features:
▪ 4 outer pockets, 4 inner pockets
▪ Stretch panels in underarm zones, shoulders
and elbows

▪ Waist and sleeves button straps for adjusting
the size
▪ Collar magnet locks
▪ Connection zipper to trousers
Ventilation:
▪ Chest air inlet pockets, back air outlet pocket
Thermo insulation:
▪ Removable thermo lining
Fit:
▪ Travel, urban and on road style, regular men
EU sizes (S - 4XL). Available in ladies fitting.
Perfectly matches with any Trilobite® jeans
Kevlar® and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of
E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Company.

MATERIALS

REMOVABLE
THERMO
LINER

ARAMID
ABRASION
RESISTANCE

STRETCH
COMFORT
ZONES

ZIP
CONNECTION
WITH PANTS

LADIES
VERSION
AVAILABLE

BACK, SHOULDERS, and ELBOWS
included

COLOR VERSIONS
▪ Light blue
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Aramid fibers lining

Parado

SIZES
▪ MEN

▪ LADIES

S | M | L | XL | 2XL | 3XL | 4XL

S | M | L | XL | 2XL | 3XL | 4XL

Denim

FUELLER COMBO JACKET BLACK
1996

SPECIFICATION
Outer material:
▪ 62% Magnum Poly Denim, 33% Genuine
Pittard Leather, 5% Polyamide
Inner material:
▪ 100% Recycled Polyester lining
Protection:
▪ CE level 2 protectors in shoulders, elbows,
and back.
▪ Aramid fibers lining made with Kevlar® by
DuPont™
▪ Anti-Abrasion Carbon Protectors at
shoulders
Ergonomic features:
▪ 2 hand warmer pockets, 1 chest pocket
▪ 3 inner pockets
▪ Adjustable sleeves by double position

If you are in the market for a motorcycle jacket which combines true fashion design and sporty look, your search is
over. Fueller Combo jacket provides excellent comfort due to soft leather in sleeves, collar, and pocket finish, stretch
material, and denim. Thanks to the stretch material, the jacket assures increased flexibility. This jacket is right choice for
street and travel rides. Combination of safety features like Kevlar® by Dupont™ aramid fibers lining at shoulders, back,
and sleeves, fixed anti-abrasion outer shoulder TPU carbon look protectors, CE level 2 protectors for elbows, shoulders,
and reflex printing in front and back gives the jacket what the rider needs on the road. The jacket provides excellent
ventilation by direct air flow of zipped openings at side of the arms and on shoulder blades. Premium padding channels
are added on the back to reinforce, protect the shoulder blades, and to absorb any shocks during a fall. All vent panels
and main closing are covered by original YKK zippers. Neoprene flap under the zipper makes no stress while using the
zipper. Collar closing is provided by velcro and whole jacket is equiped with stylish YKK metal zippers and metal Trilobite
logo on chest. Combination of different textures of the leather, and especially Pittard leather on shoulders makes very
nice touch and detail for any demanding rider. And because, Trilobite Premium Aramid Fashion knows that every step in
the process makes a diffrence, this jacket is made with fully recycled mesh lining to help safe our nature. There are three
outer pockets and three inner pockets for rider´s posessions. Embosed Trilobite logo on the anti-abrasion TPU carbon look
protectors shows the Trilobite family brand. Jacket is adjustable by side straps and zipper closing on wrists which assures
perfect fitting. The FUELLER COMBO jacket is great for season on road touring as well as daily commuting by street bike.

buttons and YKK zipper
▪ Stretch panels at arms, back, and chest
▪ Waist and sleeves button straps for
adjusting the size
▪ Collar closing by velcro
Ventilation:
▪ 2 air ventilation zippers at sleeves and 2 in
back, perforated leather at front & back
Fit:
▪ Travel, sporty, urban, and on road style.
Regular men (S-4XL) in EU sizes. Perfectly
matches with Fueller Combo pants.
Kevlar® and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of
E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Company.

FEATURES
AIR
VENTILATION
ADJUSTABLE
STRAPS

MATERIALSfueller combo jacket

ARAMID
ABRASION
RESISTANCE

LEATHER
ABRASION
RESISTANCE

RECYCLED
MATERIALS

Aramid fibres lining
SHOULDERS, ELBOWS, and BACK
included

COLOR VERSIONS fueller combo jacket

SIZES

▪ Black

▪ MEN
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S | M | L | XL | 2XL | 3XL | 4XL

Denim

AIRTECH JACKET BLUE/BLACK
1995

AirTech is a light jacket to compliment and make
perfect companion to AirTech pants. Just like the
pants, the jacket is made of denim with Tech mesh
material which not only gives the technical look of
the jacket, but it really provides the technology to
keep you comfortable and protected on the street.
The Back and arms are designed with Kevlar® by
DuPont™ aramid fibers and CE level 2 protectors is
added to elbows and shoulders. Back is equipped with
a pocket for the optional back protector. Combination
of the dark blue denim, black mesh with brown
leather makes a distinct look and elevates the jacket
to neo retro design which many riders seek these days.
Triple stitching with 3M reflective yarn is visible in
dark on arms and upper back. Mesh material in front,
back and arms provides the best ventilation you can
get by the air tech technology. Jacket is conveniently
adjustable in waist by velcro and arms by YKK zippers
and double position buttons. Trilobite debossed logos
in back is a nice and gentle yet visible expression. And
because, Trilobite® Premium Aramid Fashion knows
that every step in the process makes a diffrence, this
jacket is made with fully recycled inner mesh lining to
help safe our nature. Jacket has two outer and two
inner zipper pockets. Collar closing is provided by
button, and YKK zippers are used throughout whole
jacket. This stylish AIR TECH jacket really makes
a statement.

AIRTECH JACKET LADIES
1995

SPECIFICATION

BLUE/BLACK

Outer material:
▪ 60% Magnum Poly Denim, 37% Tech Mesh,
3% Genuine Leather
Inner material:
▪ 100% Recycled polyester
Protection:
▪ Kevlar® by DuPont™ aramid fiber lining at
shoulder, sleeves, and back
▪ CE level 2 protectors at shoulders and elbows.
▪ Pocket for back protector
Ergonomic features:
▪ Collar with button adjustment, stretch panels
and velcro/leather strap for better fitting at
waist, strap with button and zipper at sleeves
▪ Pockets: 2 hand warmer pockets, 2 inner
pockets

FEATURES

Ventilation:
▪ Mesh material at chest , under arms, and back.
Visibility:
▪ Laminated reflection at sleeves, 3M reflective
yarn
Fit:
▪ Sport, enduro, and adventure. Regular men EU
sizes (S-4XL), women EU sizes (S-XL).
Kevlar® and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of E.I.
du Pont de Nemours and Company.

MATERIALS

LADIES VERSION
AVAILABLE

AIR
VENTILATION

STRETCH
COMFORT
ZONES

ARAMID
ABRASION
RESISTANCE

REFLECTIVE
ELEMENTS

ADJUSTABLE
STRAPS

RECYCLED
MATERIALS

PREPARED
FOR BACK
PROTECTOR

Air tech jacket

Denim

Aramid fibers lininig

SHOULDERS, and ELBOWS
included

COLOR VERSIONS
▪ Blue/Black

Air tech jacket

SIZES
▪ MEN

▪ LADIES
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S | M | L | XL | 2XL | 3XL | 4XL
S | M | L | XL

ACE BLUE
1991

Ace jacket is a city riding jacket with maximum focus on
style and functionality. The jacket itself has a very urban
look. The upper shell looks like denim but it is actually made
of strong Polyester fiber which provides a high level of
abrasion resistance. When it comes to the rain, there is a
fixed Tri-Tex® 10 000/10 000 waterproof and breathable membrane inside which will not let the water in.
Moreover, this jacket is hydrophobically treated all over
the surface. The urban design is complemented with subtle
leather parts in brown color.
Ace jacket is lined with original DuPont™ Kevlar® aramid
fibers in impact zones (back, shoulders, and elbows) which
ensures abrasion resistance during friction.
Removable CE level 2 protectors in shoulders and elbows,
will guarantee maximum impact protection. Optionally,
this jacket can be equipped with Trilobite CE level 2 back
protector. Maximum visibility is a very important safety
aspect especially in rush city riding, therefore the stitching
in the upper back part and arms is made with 3M reflective
thread.
The main purpose of this jacket is to offer appreciated functionality and details which come handy in daily city life and
riding. If you always struggle to find the right place to put
your sunglasses away, you will find a smart solution on the
chest of Ace jacket. It is easy but priceless.
When your bike needs an attention, or you search the map
looking for direction and it is dark outside, the tiny yet
powerful Micro Photon II Super LED light is handy on your
jacket. The beam of light is visible 1,6 km and it is rated
4,5+ Lumens, although actual output is somewhat higher.
The light can run 12hours of countinuous usage and it works
even in sub-zero temperatures. It weights only 7 grams and
the combination of Photon´s glass-filled Polyurethane body
and unbreakable LED bulb makes a virtually indestructible
light. Every rider trully welcomes this feature.
Four outer pockets and two inner pockets will ensure
enough space for your daily essential things such as keys,
cell phone, wallet, documents, etc.
In the waist there are stretch ribbings which provide extensive comfort. Ace jacket has a bit longer back panel, so it
fully covers rider’s back. It is a city riding equipment which
will be appreciated by all riders who do not want to carry
anything extra and expect maximum function from their
riding equipment.

SPECIFICATION
Outer material:
▪ 97% Polyester with denim look, 3% Leather
Lining:
▪ Lining made of 100% recycled Polyester
Protection:
▪ CE level 2 protectors in shoulders and elbows
included; prepared for back protector
▪ Aramid fibers made with original Kevlar® by
DuPont™ in back, shoulders and elbows
Ergonomic Features:
▪ 4 pockets outside; 2 pockets inside
▪ Flexible waist
▪ Sunglasses holder
Visibility:
▪ 3M Reflective stitching on arms and back
▪ Micro Photon II Super LED light

FEATURES
Ventilation:
▪ Breathable Tri-Tex® membrane
with 10 000g/m2/24h
Water resistance:
▪ Tri-Tex® membrane with 10.000 mm water
column
Fit:
▪ City riding, On road style, men EU sizes (S 4XL) Perfectly matches with Trilobite® Parado
jeans and Taff pants.
Kevlar and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of E.I.
du Pont de Nemours and Company.
®

100%
%

MATERIALS

WATERPROOF

ARAMID
ABRASION
RESISTANCE

REFLECTIVE
ELEMENTS

ADJUSTABLE
STRAPS

STRETCH
COMFORT
ZONES

RECYCLED
MATERIALS

ACE

PREPARED
FOR BACK
PROTECTOR

Polyester with
denim look

SHOULDERS, and ELBOWS included

COLOR VERSIONS
▪ Blue
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ACE

SIZES
▪ MEN

Aramid fibers
lining

S | M | L | XL | 2XL | 3XL | 4XL

Denim? Really?
This Polyester, denim
looking, material is
super strong with perfect
abrasion resistance
qualities

Aramid

100% recycled
inner lining

41

ILLENIUS
761

YELLOW / BLACK

BLACK

SPECIFICATION
Outer material:
▪ 280 g mix of 50% Cotton and 50%
Polyester
▪ Mesh lining inside
Outer shell lining:
▪ Full aramid fibers lining made with
Kevlar® by progressive DuPont™
technology
Protection:
▪ CE level 2 protectors at the back,
shoulders, and elbows
▪ Aramid fibres lining made with Kevlar®
by DuPont™
Ergonomic features:

A high performance protective hoodie from Trilobite® will
give a rider perfect protection. Looking like a hoodie, Illenius
is fully lined with original DuPont™ Kevlar® aramid fibers to
serve maximum abrasion resistance. At the back, elbows, and
shoulders there are CE level 2 protectors. You can install the
back protector in two ways. Either you can partially show it or
you can completely hide it.
Comfort zones under arms, elbows, and shoulders are made
with elastic material and ribbing to ensure ease of motion.
You can easily grab the handle bars while nothing pulls
you back. To fix the position of sleeves, these hoodies have
a thumb sleeve fixture. To fit the hoodie firmly to your body
you will use a flex Velcro strap in the waist zone inside the
hoodie. 3M Scotchlite reflective panels all over the hoodie
does not disturb the design and increase visibility on road
when it gets dark.

FEATURES
▪ 3 pockets together, one inside pocket
▪ Stretch panels in shoulder, elbows, and
under arms
▪ Velcro flexi waist fix
▪ Thumb sleeves
Visibility:
▪ 3M Scotchlite reflective elements
Fit:
▪ Urban riding, Street riding, men EU
sizes (S – 3XL). Perfectly matches with
Trilobite® Parado and Smart jeans.
Kevlar and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered
trademarks of E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Company.
®

MATERIALS

ARAMID
ABRASION
RESISTANCE

illenius

REFLECTIVE
ELEMENTS

STRETCH
COMFORT ZONES

Aramid fibers lining

BACK, SHOULDERS, and ELBOWS
included

COLOR VERSIONS
▪ Yellow / Black
▪ Black
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illenius

SIZES
▪ MEN

S | M | L | XL | 2XL | 3XL

Cotton

STU T-shirt
1830

BLACK

STU t-shirts will perfectly complement your
Trilobite outfit from Street & Travel or Urban
collection. Show off what you wear, make impression with a large Trilobite® logo on chest. 100%
Cotton makes this t-shirt comfortable for riding.

COLOR VERSIONS

▪ Black

MATERIALS

Cotton

SIZES
▪ MEN

S | M | L | XL | 2XL | 3XL

HERITAGE T-shirt
1831

BLACK

BLUE

Fine-tune your outfit with original heritage style
t-shirt. Choose black or blue and express your
lifestyle. You will appreciate soft touch of
100% Cotton.

MATERIALS

COLOR VERSIONS

SIZES
▪ MEN

▪ Black
▪ Blue
Cotton
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S | M | L | XL | 2XL | 3XL
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TON-UP

DARK BLUE

1860

Regular fit

TON-UP jeans are the single layer toughest pair of jeans you can get. Durable denim made from UHMWPE
(ultra high molecular weight polyethylene) can better withstand the wear-and-tear of an active lifestyle or
full blown motorcycle protection. This durable denim is stronger than steel and can float on water. Very
simple design of the pants gives almost an innocent appearance, and civil look, but the performance of
the jeans provides the best protection on the current market. To even increase the level of protection,
TON-UP jeans include CE level 2 protectors in knees and hips which are the best option for extreme
shock absorption.
The straight regular fit jeans have a secret pocket on the side and for maximum strength the outside seams
were triple stitched. The UHMWPE denim has exceptionally high cut and abrasion resistance compared to
other fabrics which makes it almost impossible to tear. The Ton- Up jeans surely satisfy the high end rider
who desires the comfort, civil look design and the extreme protection at the same time. 2% of elastane
blended in yarns of UHMWPE with cotton provides the comfy stretchiness of the pants. If you are looking
for motorcycle jeans with almost super hero powers and classy look, the TON UP must be your choice.

SPECIFICATION
Outer material:
▪ 13.5 oz Elastic Denim, 52% Dyneema
(UHMWPE), 37% Cotton, 9% Nylon, 2%
Elastane
Protection:
▪ CE level 2 protectors for hips and knees
▪ Dyneema® denim
▪ Triple outseam stitching
Ergonomic features:
▪ 2 outer pockets; 1 side secret pocket

FEATURES
Fit:
▪ classic bikes, gentlemen riding and on road
style. Perfectly matches with Trilobite®
Symphis Rocker, Acid Scrambler and Kickstart
jackets, Genuine vest and Distinct shirts

MATERIALS
Ton-up

HIPS and KNEES
included

Dyneema® denim

UHMWPE

Ton-up
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COLOR VERSIONS

SIZES

▪ Dark Blue

▪ MEN regular /long

30 | 32 | 34 | 36 | 38 | 40 | 42 | 44

TON-UP

motorcycle

made from World's
strongest denim

jeans

Con

the jeans were
carefully handcrafted
in the Czech republic
with strong personal
touch honoring the
bsahuje
O
tradition.

Dynee

Dynee

15 times stronger than steel

Durable apparel that can better withstand the
wear-and-tear of an active lifestyle or for fullblown motorcycle protection
tains
ins
je
Obsahu

Conta

52m%a

extremely difficult
to tear or
14%
14%
a
m
ee
n
Dyneema
Dy
break the fabric.

trilobite ton-up denim jeans

52m%a

noticeably higher cut resistance compared to regular
fabrics and special cutting tools are required to
cut the fabrics.
CE-13595-2

4
3
2
1

UHMWPE
ultra • high • molecular • weight • polyethylene

Denim

JEANS

NYLON

DYNEEMA® LEATHER
14%

Values for a 400Gr/M2 single layer

abrasion resistance
5

Unlike others, TON-UP jeans were
born in authentic atmosphere and
they draw inspiration from the
past. You are getting a unique piece of garment that creates a real
story with trackable path. This is
what heritage is all about!

DYNEEMA®
52%

Register youR TON-Up jeans!
Register
your
TON-UP
jeans
by using their unique serial
number.
Go
to
www.trilobitemoto.com
and follow instructions.
Trilobite people will help you
with any issue related to your
TON-UP jeans you might encounter when using them. Whenever you
need some service on your TON-UP
jeans, Trilobite team is here for

you... If you need some spare parts,
just contact us and we will send
them to you....
But
firstly
please
finalize
your
registration
so
that
we
can take special care of you
and your TON-UP jeans!

10

UHMWP in the Ton-Up denim has a melting temperature of 140-144ºC and
therefore any expospure to temperatures higher than 130ºC, even for a
short period (seconds) should be avoided. Hence the recommendation to
iron at max 110ºC/230ºF and tumble dry at low temperatures.

Even though Ton UP jeans denim itself is chemically inert and therefore
resists almost all type of chemicals, it is not recommended to bleach
nor dry-clean denim with Dyneema to prevent quality issues realted to
the cotton fiber in the denim.

Design
&
Development
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Bikers Crown Ltd.
V Lipkach 78/II
Chlumec nad Cidlinou
503 51

Proudly made
in Czech

GO-UP

DARK BLUE

1960

Regular fit

Go-Up jeans are the little brother of Ton-Up jeans. They are made of UHMWPE (Ultra High Molecular
Polyethylene) which provides the perfect properties of wear-and-tear. Very simple design of the pants
gives almost an innocent appearance, civil look, and awesome performance. Thanks to lower density
of UHMWPE, the pants are offered for more friendly price on the market. Go Ups are lightweight with no
extra linings which makes them casual looking jeans ready to take on the bike and to the city. They are
designed with no protectors or the protector pockets and it is recommended to wear slip on knee protector
underneath the jeans. Straight regular fit of the jeans hides one secret pocket on the side and for the
maximum strength, the outside seams were tripple stitched.
The UHMWPE denim has exceptionally high cut and abrasion resistance compared to other fabrics which
makes it almost impossible to tear.
2% of elastane blended in yarns of UHMWPE with cotton provides the comfy stretchiness of the pants.
These jeans are proudly handmade in the Czech republic and delivered in fine packaging. If you are looking
for affordable jeans with high tech properties, this is your perfect choice.

SPECIFICATION
Outer material:
▪ 11.5 oz Elastic Dyneema ® Denim (67% Cotton,
14% Dyneema,10% Nylon, 8% Polyester, 1%
Elastan)
Protection:
▪ Dyneema® denim
▪ Triple outseam stitching
Ergonomic features:
▪ 2 outer pockets; 1 side secret pocket

FEATURES
Fit:
▪ Classic bikes, gentlemen riding and on road
style. Perfectly matches with Trilobite®
Symphis Rocker, Acid Scrambler and Kickstart
jackets, Genuine vest and Distinct shirts
Recommendation:
▪ to maximize your protection, it is suggested to
be worn with slip on protectors

MATERIALS
Ton-up

UHMWPE

Dyneema® denim
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COLOR VERSIONS

SIZES

▪ Dark Blue

▪ MEN regular /long

30 | 32 | 34 | 36 | 38 | 40 | 42 | 44

GO-UP

trilobite GO-up denim jeans

motorcycle

the jeans were
carefully handcrafted
in the Czech republic
with strong personal
touch honoring the
ontains
Ctradition.
Obsahuje

jeans

Durable apparel that can better withstand the
wear-and-tear of an active lifestyle or for fullblown motorcycle protection sahuje
ontains
Ob

C

extremely difficult to tear 14%
Dyneema
or break the fabric.

52m%a

14%
ma

Dynee

Dynee

52m%a

Dynee

noticeably higher cut resistance compared to regular
fabrics and special cutting tools are required to
cut the fabrics.
CE-13595-2

4
3
2
1
JEANS

DYNEEMA®
14%

NYLON

LEATHER

DYNEEMA®
52%

Values for a 400Gr/M2 single layer

abrasion resistance
5

Unlike others, GO-UP jeans were
born in authentic atmosphere and
they draw inspiration from the
past. You are getting a unique piece of garment that creates a real
story with trackable path. This is
what heritage is all about!

Register youR GO-Up jeans!
Register
your
GO-UP
jeans
by using their unique serial
number.
Go
to
www.trilobitemoto.com
and follow instructions.
Trilobite people will help you
with any issue related to your
GO-UP jeans you might encounter
when using them. Whenever you
need some service on your GO-UP
jeans, Trilobite team is here for

you... If you need some spare parts,
just contact us and we will send
them to you....
But
firstly
please
finalize
your
registration
so
that
we
can take special care of you
and your GO-UP jeans!

UHMWP in the Go-Up denim has a melting temperature of 140-144ºC and
therefore any expospure to temperatures higher than 130ºC, even for a
short period (seconds) should be avoided. Hence the recommendation to
iron at max 110ºC/230ºF and tumble dry at low temperatures.

Even though Go-Up jeans denim itself is chemically inert and therefore
resists almost all type of chemicals, it is not recommended to bleach
nor dry-clean denim with Dyneema to prevent quality issues realted to
the cotton fiber in the denim.

UHMWPE

Design
&
Development

Denim

ultra • high • molecular • weight • polyethylene
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Bikers Crown Ltd.
V Lipkach 78/II
Chlumec nad Cidlinou
503 51

Proudly made
in Czech

BLUE OF
RAW AUTHENTIC NATURAL
CORDURA RAW DENIM
1861

Regular fit

Raw authentic is a classy look pair of jeans with modern technologies inside made in original way as it used
to be at the very beginning of jeans era. Non-washed, no
pre-shrinked. With Raw Authentic jeans you are getting
a pair of real raw denim jeans. Their pure design respects the original denim pants look. It gives the wearer
great options for customization depending on the way
of using these pants. Riders give these jeans their personal touch, no other pair of jeans is as customizable
as Raw Authentic. They will pick up the natural wear
patterns in the course of the time.
Technically, Raw Authentic jeans meet safety expectations of demanding riders. Cordura® denim itself is
an abrasion resistant material which makes the jeans
abrasion resistant all over the surface. In critical zones
(knees and hips) these jeans have aramid fibers lining to boost up abrasion resistance. Impact safety is
ensured in knees and hips with CE level 2 protectors.
Inside Cordura® denim the Coolmax® fiber is integrated. This creates an moisture outlet system that takes
the humidity out of the body to the upper layer and keep
the rider cool when needed.
With a pair of Raw Authentic jeans you will be a hi-tech
vintage rider.

SPECIFICATION
Outer material:
▪ 12.5 oz Cordura® raw denim with Coolmax®
fibers inside
Outer shell lining:
▪ Aramid fibres lining in knees and seat made
with Kevlar® by progressive DuPont™
technology
Protection:
▪ CE level 2 protectors on hips and knees
▪ Aramid fibers lining in knees and seat made
with Kevlar® by DuPont™
▪ Triple stitching

FEATURES
Ergonomic features:
▪ Adjustable height of knee protectors
▪ Raised waist belt at the back
▪ Rolled up pant legs
▪ 4 pockets
Ventilation:
▪ Coolmax® fiber inside creates and moister
outlet system
Fit:
▪ Custom ride, vintage bikes. Perfectly matches
with Timber and Distinct shirts and Kickstart
jacket

Raw authentic
MATERIALS

HIPS and KNEES
included

Aramid fibers lining

Adjustable
height of knee
protectors

ARAMID
ABRASION
RESISTANCE

Kevlar® and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of E.I.
du Pont de Nemours and Company.
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Raw Cordura® denim

Raw authentic

Coolmax® fibers

COLOR VERSIONS

SIZES

▪ Natural blue of Cordura raw
denim

▪ MEN

30 | 32 | 34 | 36 | 38 | 40 | 42 | 44 | 46

how to treat your trilobite
raw authentic

denim jeans

Rule#1
Do not wash the jeans
but soak them!

I

f you wash your raw denim
jeans too soon, you risk
ruining of your fade, as well
as any future fading. Premature
washing will eventually make it
twice as hard to get the perfect
creasing. Soaking the jeans in
warm to hot water for a couple
of hours will shrink the jeans
to their natural state, so you
get a better idea of where the
real hem length will fall. It
will also remove some of the
excess indigo dye, thus jeans
are not leaving blue stains.

What is
Raw Denim?
R

aw denim is unwashed denim, straight off
the roll, straight from the denim mill. It
is denim that has not undergone any of the
usual washing and distressing processes
to soften up the fabric and reduce shrinkage.
Up until the early 1970s, all jeans were
made of raw denim and it was up to the
consumer to break them in. Many people would
sit in a bathtub or go swimming in their
jeans to shrink the pants to their body.

Raw jeans pick up the natural wear patterns, fades
and creases come from abrasion during daily wear.
Wearing a pair of raw jeans is a project that can
be rewarding. There is no greater opportunity
to create a bond with a garment than with raw
denim jeans. No other garment allows you to put
your personal stamp on it so significantly.

Durable! • Perfect looking!
High valued! • Personalizable!

Do not fold
the jeans,
just hang
them to dry!

Y

Rule#3 Rule#4

ou
are
not
supposed
to
wash raw denim
jeans very often. If
you wear your jeans
everyday, you can
wash them 4 - 6 months
after purchase. If
you alternate jeans,
you should wait a bit longer. If you feel
happy about how your jeans are fading, it
might be the right time to finally wash
them.

Wait to
wash your
jeans!

U

se
clothespins,
pants
hangers, or binder clips. Do
not fold them or you will
make extra creases.

T

he bacteria will
disturb the crotch
area which might
damage the fabric in
this zone.

freeze your jeans
to kill bacteria
and
eliminate
odor.

I
Wash them separately in a washing machine
on the gentlest and shortest cycle at a low
temperature and hang dry.
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Do not go
longer than one
year without
washing.

f your jeans are starting
to smell, turn them inside
out and spray with textile
freshener. Then, place them
in a plastic bag and keep
them in the freezer for 24
hours.

Rule

Rule#2

The hotter the water you soak
the jeans in, the more they
will shrink.

#5

SYMPHIS ROCKER
669

Regular fit

Symphis Rocker jeans are another great denim option for
long trip and gentlemen riders. The combination of style,
safety, and waterproofness is the main advantage. The
most technical materials have been used for production of
these motorcycle jeans. Symphis Rocker looks like regular
vintage denim pants, but in terms of functionality, they can
easily compete with high-end technical motorcycle apparel.
The impact zones are made of Trilobitex®, 4 directly laminated layers joined in one single structure which combines
civil look (denim), abrasion resistance (aramid fibers made
with original Kevlar® by DuPont™), waterproofness (nano
membrane) and soft touch to rider´s body (mesh). The rest
of the pants is made of directly laminated 3 layer waterproof
denim called B-Dry which has the same structure except
for aramid fibers layer. CE level 2 protectors in knees and
hips will guarantee impact safety. When it comes to rain,
nano membrane inside Trilobitex® starts to perform. It
has 10 000 mm water column and 10 000 g/m2/24h
breathability. All seams are sealed with a waterproof tape.
Zipper is waterproof too. Jeans are hydrophobically treated
all over the surface which provides additional water repelling features.
Comfort is managed by higher waist at the back. Overall,
these pants are perfect for long trip and gentlemen rides.

SPECIFICATION
Outer material:
▪ Trilobitex® and B-Dry
Protection:
▪ CE level 2 protectors on hips and knees
▪ Aramid fibers made with original Kevlar® by
DuPont™ inside Trilobitex®
Ergonomic features:
▪ 5 pockets
▪ Adjustable height of knee protectors
▪ Double belt loops in front
▪ Raised waist belt at the back
▪ Connection zipper to jackets

FEATURES
Ventilation:
▪ Breathable nano membrane
with 10 000 g/m2/24h
Water resistance:
▪ Nano membrane with 10 000 mm water column
Fit:
▪ Travel, on road style, gentlemen vintage riding.
Perfectly matches with Trilobite® Symphis
Rocker jacket.
Kevlar® and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of E.I.

Symphis rocker
MATERIALS

100%
%
WATERPROOF

HYDROPHOBIC
TREATMENT

ZIP CONNECTION
WITH A JACKET

ARAMID
ABRASION
RESISTANCE

HIPS and KNEES
included

du Pont de Nemours and Company.

Adjustable
height of knee
protectors

Symphis rocker
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TRILOBITEX®
B-DRY

SIZES
▪ MEN

30 | 32 | 34 | 36 | 38 | 40 | 42 | 44
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ACID SCRAMBLER

BLACK

1664

Slim-straight
fit

KHAKI

This is a must have for all vintage style and especially
scrambler riders. Retro look reached by washing process is
making a perfect matching apparel for vintage riders out of
these motorcycle jeans. Not only these jeans will give you
a perfect look but absolute comfort and decent portion of
safety as well.
Made of elastic denim, these slim-straight jeans will fit
your body with no doubt. Functional and good looking stretch
panels in knees, crotch, and back of the waist support the
overall comfort.
Abrasion resistant lining made with Kevlar® by progressive
DuPont™technology in knees and seat zones will protect
you against friction when needed. Removable CE level 2
protectors in knees and hips which are supplied as standard
accessories will create effective impact protection.
Only high quality components are used for production of
Acid Scrambler jeans. Metal YKK zippers and original Kevlar® by DuPont™ are used.
When riding during warm summer days, thigh air ventilation
pockets let the fresh air in whenever you need it. Raised
waist belt on the back side will cover a bottom part of your
back.
Thigh side pockets with Velcro flaps come useful when you
want to store your necessary things.

SPECIFICATION
Outer material:
▪ 11.5 oz Elastic Denim, 98% Cotton, 2%
Elastane
Outer shell lining:
▪ Aramid fibers lining in knees and seat made
with Kevlar® by progressive DuPont™
technology
Protection:
▪ CE level 2 protectors on hips, and knees
Ergonomic features:
▪ 4 pockets and two cargo pockets
▪ Stretch panels in knees, back waist, and crotch

FEATURES
▪ Adjustable height of knee protectors
▪ Double belt loops in front
▪ Raised waist belt at the back
Ventilation:
▪ Thighs air vent pockets
▪ Breathable crotch panel
Fit:
▪ Vintage on road style. Perfectly matches with
Acid Scrambler jackets.
Kevlar® and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered
trademarks of E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Company.

MATERIALSacid scrambler

ARAMID
ABRASION
RESISTANCE

STRETCH
COMFORT ZONES

Aramid fibers
lining
HIPS and KNEES
included

Denim
Adjustable
height of knee
protectors

COLOR VERSIONS

▪ Black

acid scrambler

SIZES
▪ MEN

▪ Khaki
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30 | 32 | 34 | 36 | 38 | 40 | 42 | 44

RIDE 'N' ROLL
1862

NATURAL BLUE OF CORDURA
RAW DENIM

Regular fit

Stylish Heritage Collection bibs are made of Cordura®
denim with Coolmax® fiber with triple stitching to
provide maximum strength. These pants are excellent
for any rider who is looking for a motorcycle bib jeans
with great protection. Zones around waist and knees
of the bib denim are provided with lining of Kevlar® by
DuPont aramid fibers to protect the most exposed areas
of the rider´s body. To increase the protection, a set of
CE level 2 knee protectors are included. The height
of the knee protectors is easy to adjust by Velcro inside
the knee protector pocket and set the protector according
to the riders needs. Comfortable stylish bib jeans have
two regular hand pockets, one small pocket, a mechanic
pocket on chest and two large pockets in back. YKK zipper
is handy in the crotch area and stylish Trilobite logo
buttons are used for front buckle closing and on the sides.
Cuffs and direct embroidery on the back underlines the
heritage look. Bibs length is adjustable by straps, sides
closure is made with buttons. The RIDE ´N´ ROLL are real
heritage riders bib jeans.

SPECIFICATION
Outer material:
▪ Raw Cordura® denim with Coolmax® fibers,
Denim with aramid fibres lamination in knees
and seat zones.
Protection:
▪ CE level 2 protectors in knees
▪ Aramid fibers made with original Kevlar® by
DuPont™ in seat and knees
Ergonomic features:
▪ 2 hand pockets

FEATURES
▪ 2 chest pockets
▪ 2 back pockets
▪ Adjustable by straps and buttons, closing with
buttons on sides
Fit:
▪ No limit custom riding.

MATERIALS

ridenroll

ARAMID
ABRASION
RESISTANCE

Aramid fibers lining

Coolmax® fibres

Kevlar® and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of E.I.
du Pont de Nemours and Company.

Raw Cordura® denim

KNEES included

ridenroll

COLOR VERSIONS

▪ Natural blue of Cordura raw denim
®
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SIZES
▪ MEN

30 | 32 | 34 | 36 | 38 | 40 | 42 | 44

PARADO

What makes them so perfect? Take a look inside.
Back waist STRETCH
panel increases
wearing comfort

11,5 oz elastic denim
STRETCH panel

4

Aramid fibers

6

1
CE Level 2
hip protectors

5

2
Adjustable
height of knee
protectors

9

8
3
AIR ventilation

7

Knee STRETCH
panels ensuring high
wearing comfort

CE Level 2 knee protectors
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LIGHT BLUE
PARADO
661

REGULAR
FIT

PARADO LADIES
LIGHT BLUE

661

REGULAR
FIT
Trilobite Parado are real motorcycle jeans. They do not hide their main purpose but they show what they are
made for. On the first view you will see Parado is made for riding. A pair of these jeans will offer unrivalled
riding comfort. It is not only because of stone washed elastic denim but also by ergonomically shaped stretch
panels in crotch, knees, and back waist zones.
Abrasion resistance featured by progressive DuPont™ technology aramid fibers made with Kevlar® will
protect your skin in case of friction during an accident. Removable CE level 2 protectors in knees and hips
will guarantee maximum impact protection. Riders will easily find the correct position of knee pads due to
adjustable height Velcro system inside the knee pockets.
Parado jeans are composed of high end components only. YKK metal zippers and original Kevlar® aramid fibers
from DuPont™ are essential part of these motorcycle jeans.
When riding during warm summer days, large air ventilation pockets on thighs will come in handy as they will let
the fresh air in right where you need it. Raised waist belt on the back side will cover a bottom part of your back.
Parado jeans are high tech denim pants for demanding riders who search for a high level of protection and
unmatched comfort.
Parado jeans are CE certified product. They are produced under TÜV supervision.

SPECIFICATION

Outer material:
▪ 11.5 oz Elastic Denim, 98% Cotton, 2%
Elastane
Outer shell lining:
▪ Aramid fibers lining in knees and seat made
with Kevlar® by progressive DuPont™
technology
Protection:
▪ CE level 2 protectors on hips and knees
Ergonomic features:
▪ 5 pockets
▪ Stretch panels in knees, back waist, and
crotch
▪ Adjustable height of knee protectors
▪ Double belt loops in front
▪ Raised waist belt at the back

Ventilation:
▪ Thighs air vent pockets
▪ Breathable crotch panel
Packaging:
▪ Waterproof transport bag
Fit:
▪ Travel, urban and on road style. Perfectly
matches with Parado jackets and Trilobite®
hoodies.

MATERIALS

FEATURES
LADIES
VERSION
AVAILABLE

ARAMID
ABRASION
RESISTANCE
AIR
VENTILATION

HIPS and KNEES
included

Kevlar® and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of
E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Company.

Aramid fibers
lining

STRETCH
COMFORT ZONES

Denim

Adjustable
height of knee
protectors

parado

SIZES

parado

▪ MEN regular /long
30 | 32 | 34 | 36 | 38 | 40 | 42 | 44 | 46
▪ LADIES regular / long 26 | 28 | 30 | 32 | 34 | 36
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LIGHT BLUE
PARADO
661

NEW FITTING

SLIM FIT

PARADO
661

BLACK

NEW FITTING

SLIM FIT
Trilobite Parado are real motorcycle jeans. They do not hide their main purpose but they show what they are
made for. On the first view you will see Parado is made for riding. A pair of these jeans will offer unrivalled
riding comfort. It is not only because of stone washed elastic denim but also by ergonomically shaped stretch
panels in crotch, knees, and back waist zones.
Abrasion resistance featured by progressive DuPont™ technology aramid fibers made with Kevlar® will
protect your skin in case of friction during an accident. Removable CE level 2 protectors in knees and hips
will guarantee maximum impact protection. Riders will easily find the correct position of knee pads due to
adjustable height Velcro system inside the knee pockets.
Parado jeans are composed of high end components only. YKK metal zippers and original Kevlar® aramid fibers
from DuPont™ are essential part of these motorcycle jeans.
When riding during warm summer days, large air ventilation pockets on thighs will come in handy as they will let
the fresh air in right where you need it. Raised waist belt on the back side will cover a bottom part of your back.
Parado jeans are high tech denim pants for demanding riders who search for a high level of protection and
unmatched comfort.
Parado jeans are CE certified product. They are produced under TÜV supervision.

SPECIFICATION

Outer material:
▪ 11.5 oz Elastic Denim, 98% Cotton, 2%
Elastane
Outer shell lining:
▪ Aramid fibers lining in knees and seat made
with Kevlar® by progressive DuPont™
technology
Protection:
▪ CE level 2 protectors on hips and knees
Ergonomic features:
▪ 5 pockets
▪ Stretch panels in knees, back waist, and
crotch
▪ Adjustable height of knee protectors
▪ Double belt loops in front
▪ Raised waist belt at the back

Ventilation:
▪ Thighs air vent pockets
▪ Breathable crotch panel
Packaging:
▪ Waterproof transport bag
Fit:
▪ Travel, urban and on road style. Perfectly
matches with Parado jackets and Trilobite®
hoodies.

FEATURES

MATERIALS
ARAMID
ABRASION
RESISTANCE

AIR
VENTILATION

HIPS and KNEES
included

Kevlar® and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of
E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Company.

Aramid fibers
lining

STRETCH
COMFORT ZONES

Denim

Adjustable
height of knee
protectors

parado

SIZES

parado

▪ MEN regular /long
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PARADO
661

BLACK

REGULAR
FIT

PARADO LADIES
BLACK

661

REGULAR
FIT
SPECIFICATION

Outer material:
▪ 11.5 oz Elastic Denim, 98% Cotton, 2%
Elastane
Outer shell lining:
▪ Aramid fibers lining in knees and seat made
with Kevlar® by progressive DuPont™
technology
Protection:
▪ CE level 2 protectors on hips and knees
Ergonomic features:
▪ 5 pockets
▪ Stretch panels in knees, back waist, and
crotch
▪ Adjustable height of knee protectors
▪ Double belt loops in front
▪ Raised waist belt at the back

Ventilation:
▪ Thighs air vent pockets
▪ Breathable crotch panel
Packaging:
▪ Waterproof transport bag
Fit:
▪ Travel, urban and on road style. Perfectly
matches with Parado jackets and Trilobite®
hoodies.

FEATURES

MATERIALS
LADIES
VERSION
AVAILABLE

ARAMID
ABRASION
RESISTANCE
AIR
VENTILATION

HIPS and KNEES
included

Kevlar® and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of
E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Company.

Aramid fibers
lining

STRETCH
COMFORT ZONES

Denim

Adjustable
height of knee
protectors

parado

SIZES

parado

▪ MEN regular /long

30 | 32 | 34 | 36 | 38 | 40 | 42 | 44 | 46

▪ LADIES regular / long 26 | 28 | 30 | 32 | 34 | 36
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PARADO
661

LIGHT GREY

SLIM FIT

PARADO LADIES

LIGHT GREY

661

REGULAR
FIT
SPECIFICATION

Outer material:
▪ 11.5 oz Elastic Denim, 98% Cotton, 2%
Elastane
Outer shell lining:
▪ Aramid fibers lining in knees and seat made
with Kevlar® by progressive DuPont™
technology
Protection:
▪ CE level 2 protectors on hips and knees
Ergonomic features:
▪ 5 pockets
▪ Stretch panels in knees, back waist, and
crotch
▪ Adjustable height of knee protectors
▪ Double belt loops in front
▪ Raised waist belt at the back

Ventilation:
▪ Thighs air vent pockets
▪ Breathable crotch panel
Packaging:
▪ Waterproof transport bag
Fit:
▪ Travel, urban and on road style. Perfectly
matches with Parado jackets and Trilobite®
hoodies.

FEATURES

MATERIALS
LADIES
VERSION
AVAILABLE

ARAMID
ABRASION
RESISTANCE
AIR
VENTILATION

HIPS and KNEES
included

Kevlar® and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of
E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Company.

Aramid fibers
lining

STRETCH
COMFORT ZONES

Denim

Adjustable
height of knee
protectors

parado

SIZES

parado

▪ MEN regular /long

30 | 32 | 34 | 36 | 38 | 40 | 42 | 44 | 46

▪ LADIES regular / long 26 | 28 | 30 | 32 | 34 | 36
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DARK KHAKI
PARADO
661

SLIM FIT

PARADO LADIES
DARK KHAKI

661

REGULAR
FIT
SPECIFICATION

Outer material:
▪ 11.5 oz Elastic Denim, 98% Cotton, 2%
Elastane
Outer shell lining:
▪ Aramid fibers lining in knees and seat made
with Kevlar® by progressive DuPont™
technology
Protection:
▪ CE level 2 protectors on hips and knees
Ergonomic features:
▪ 5 pockets
▪ Stretch panels in knees, back waist, and
crotch
▪ Adjustable height of knee protectors
▪ Double belt loops in front
▪ Raised waist belt at the back

Ventilation:
▪ Thighs air vent pockets
▪ Breathable crotch panel
Packaging:
▪ Waterproof transport bag
Fit:
▪ Travel, urban and on road style. Perfectly
matches with Parado jackets and Trilobite®
hoodies.

FEATURES

MATERIALS
LADIES
VERSION
AVAILABLE

ARAMID
ABRASION
RESISTANCE
AIR
VENTILATION

HIPS and KNEES
included

Kevlar® and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of
E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Company.

Aramid fibers
lining

STRETCH
COMFORT ZONES

Denim

Adjustable
height of knee
protectors

parado

SIZES

parado

▪ MEN regular /long

30 | 32 | 34 | 36 | 38 | 40 | 42 | 44 | 46

▪ LADIES regular / long 26 | 28 | 30 | 32 | 34 | 36
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RUSTY BROWN
PARADO
661

SLIM FIT

SPECIFICATION

Outer material:
▪ 11.5 oz Elastic Denim, 98% Cotton, 2%
Elastane
Outer shell lining:
▪ Aramid fibers lining in knees and seat made
with Kevlar® by progressive DuPont™
technology
Protection:
▪ CE level 2 protectors on hips and knees
Ergonomic features:
▪ 5 pockets
▪ Stretch panels in knees, back waist, and
crotch
▪ Adjustable height of knee protectors
▪ Double belt loops in front
▪ Raised waist belt at the back

Ventilation:
▪ Thighs air vent pockets
▪ Breathable crotch panel
Packaging:
▪ Waterproof transport bag
Fit:
▪ Travel, urban and on road style. Perfectly
matches with Parado jackets and Trilobite®
hoodies.

FEATURES

MATERIALS
ARAMID
ABRASION
RESISTANCE

AIR
VENTILATION

HIPS and KNEES
included

Kevlar® and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of
E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Company.

Aramid fibers
lining

STRETCH
COMFORT ZONES

Denim

Adjustable
height of knee
protectors

parado

SIZES

parado

▪ MEN regular /long
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PARADO
11,5 oz elastic denim

1

STRETCH panel

TRILOBITE hip
protectors

5

AIR ventilation

Aramid fibers

2

4

6
7

Knee STRETCH
panels ensuring high
wearing comfort

3

Adjustable
height of knee
protectors
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PARADO
661

DIRTY BLUE

SLIM FIT

SPECIFICATION

Outer material:
▪ 11.5 oz Elastic Denim, 98% Cotton, 2%
Elastane
Outer shell lining:
▪ Aramid fibers lining in knees and seat made
with Kevlar® by progressive DuPont™
technology
Protection:
▪ CE level 2 protectors on hips and knees
Ergonomic features:
▪ 5 pockets
▪ Stretch panels in knees, back waist, and
crotch
▪ Adjustable height of knee protectors
▪ Double belt loops in front
▪ Raised waist belt at the back

Ventilation:
▪ Thighs air vent pockets
▪ Breathable crotch panel
Packaging:
▪ Waterproof transport bag
Fit:
▪ Travel, urban and on road style. Perfectly
matches with Parado jackets and Trilobite®
hoodies.

FEATURES

MATERIALS
ARAMID
ABRASION
RESISTANCE

AIR
VENTILATION

HIPS and KNEES
included

Kevlar® and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of
E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Company.

Aramid fibers
lining

STRETCH
COMFORT ZONES

Denim

Adjustable
height of knee
protectors

parado

SIZES

parado

▪ MEN regular /long
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PARADO
661

DIGI CAMO

REGULAR
FIT

SPECIFICATION

Outer material:
▪ 11.5 oz Elastic Denim, 98% Cotton, 2%
Elastane
Outer shell lining:
▪ Aramid fibers lining in knees and seat made
with Kevlar® by progressive DuPont™
technology
Protection:
▪ CE level 2 protectors on hips and knees
Ergonomic features:
▪ 5 pockets
▪ Stretch panels in knees, back waist, and
crotch
▪ Adjustable height of knee protectors
▪ Double belt loops in front
▪ Raised waist belt at the back

Ventilation:
▪ Thighs air vent pockets
▪ Breathable crotch panel
Packaging:
▪ Waterproof transport bag
Fit:
▪ Travel, urban and on road style. Perfectly
matches with Parado jackets and Trilobite®
hoodies.

FEATURES

MATERIALS
ARAMID
ABRASION
RESISTANCE

AIR
VENTILATION

HIPS and KNEES
included

Kevlar® and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of
E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Company.

Aramid fibers
lining

STRETCH
COMFORT ZONES

Denim

Adjustable
height of knee
protectors

parado

SIZES

parado

▪ MEN regular /long
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661

LIGHT BLUE

PARADO RECYCLED LADIES

SLIM FIT

661

LIGHT BLUE

REGULAR
FIT

Increase in population has driven the demand for consumer goods, which ultimately results in more quantities
of landfills. Globally, humans trash about 26 billion pounds of clothing anually. This is not only depleting the
available natural resources, but is also deteriorating the environment. Recycling and reusing products is the
need of the hour. Meanwhile, the textile industry is facing tremendous environmental and resource challenges.
Greenhouse emissions, water use, toxic chemicals and waste are the main environmental issues facing the
textile industry. 37% of textile production is dominated by Cotton, a thirsty plant associated with water and
toxic pollution, due to intensive use of pesticides. We value the textile industry as a powerful vehicle for human
empowerment and sustainable development worldwide. We believe that beautiful and premium quality textiles
should not cost the earth. We are all part of the problem, which means we must all take part in this shift towards
a sustainable industry. That is why we decided to use Recycled Cotton, which comes from older, previously
used garments or by textile leftovers which are then spun into new yarns and fabrics. We must remember that
what we do to the environment, ultimately we do to ourselves. Our goal is not just about solving the negative;
it's about creating a positive.

SPECIFICATION

Outer material:
▪ 11.5 oz Recycled Elastic Denim, 98% Cotton,
2% Elastane
Outer shell lining:
▪ Aramid fibers lining in knees and seat made
with Kevlar® by progressive DuPont™
technology
Protection:
▪ CE Level 2 protectors on hips and knees
Ergonomic features:
▪ 5 pockets
▪ Stretch panels in knees, back waist, and
crotch
▪ Adjustable height of knee protectors
▪ Double belt loops in front

▪ Raised waist belt at the back
Ventilation:
▪ Thighs air vent pockets
▪ Breathable crotch panel
Packaging:
▪ Waterproof transport bag
Fit:
▪ Travel, urban and on road style. Perfectly
matches with Parado jackets and Trilobite®
hoodies.

FEATURES

MATERIALS
LADIES
VERSION
AVAILABLE

ARAMID
ABRASION
RESISTANCE
AIR
VENTILATION

Aramid fibers
lining

STRETCH
COMFORT ZONES

Adjustable
height of knee
protectors

Denim

HIPS and KNEES
included

Kevlar® and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of
E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Company.

parado

SIZES

parado

▪ MEN regular /long
30 | 32 | 34 | 36 | 38 | 40 | 42 | 44 | 46
▪ LADIES regular / long 26 | 28 | 30 | 32 | 34 | 36
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RIDE IN STYLE
RIDE SAFE
RIDE FOR THE FUTURE
THIS TRILOBITE
USED RECYCLED
FIBER

DENIM
RECYCLING
PROCESS

N STYLE
AFE
OR THE FUTURE
THIS TRILOBITE
USED RECYCLED
FIBER

RECYCLED

SAVE

ENJOY

PLASTIC BOTTLES

THE PLANET

THE RIDE

RECYCLED

SAVE

ENJOY

DENIM

THE PLANET

THE RIDE
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PARADO DYNEEMIC PRO
1964

BLUE/FLUO

REGULAR
FIT

PARADO DYNEEMIC PRO LADIES
1964

REGULAR
FIT
Parado Dyneemic Pro jeans comes in the new 2019 collection and offers even stronger, more durable, and more
resistant qualities to daily wear and tear thanks to Dyneema® denim fabric. Even a small portion of Dyneema® yarn
contained in the denim makes the fabric much stronger. Parado Dyneemic Pro contains 14% of Dyneema® yarn
inside which makes the jeans abrasion resistant all over the surface. Critical zones in knees and back side of the legs
are lined with DuPont™Kevlar® original aramid fibers which ensure extra protection against abrasion. Original high
quality YKK zippers are used in fly and air vent inlets. Extensive air ventilation inlets on thighs provide massive intake
of fresh air when needed. Stretch panels in knees, crotch and waist ensure maximum possible comfort during ride as
well as off the bike. The comfort level is boosted up by Elastane which is contained inside the fabric. This is what we
call freedom of movement. Still hesitating about Parado Dyneemic Pro jeans? Just try them out and you will not want
to take them off any more. Parado Dyneemic Pro is delivered with CE level 2 protectors in knees and hips which
provide a high level of impact safety. These jeans are truly a versatile piece of apparel. No matter if you use them for
long travels or short daily rides from A to B, you are going to love them.

SPECIFICATION

Outer material:
▪ 11.5 oz Elastic Dyneema® Denim, 67%
Cotton, 10% Nylon, 8% Polyester, 14%
Dyneema, 1% Elastane
▪ Outer shell Lining: Aramid fibers lining
in knees and seat made with Kevlar® by
progressive DuPont™ technology
Protection:
▪ CE level 2 protectors on knees and hips
▪ Dyneema® yarn inside denim composition
▪ Aramid fibers made with original Kevlar® by
DuPont™ in knees and hips
Ergonomic Features:
▪ 5 pockets
▪ Stretch panels in knees, back waist and
crotch

▪ Adjustable height of knee protectors
▪ Double belt loops in front
▪ Raised waist belt at the back
Ventilation:
▪ Thighs air vent pockets
▪ Breathable crotch panel
Packaging:
▪ Waterproof transport bag
Fit:
Travel, urban and on road style. Perfectly
matches with Parado jackets and Trilobite®
hoodies.
Kevlar® and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of
E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Company.

FEATURES
ARAMID
ABRASION
RESISTANCE
AIR
VENTILATION

Parado dyneema pro
MATERIALS
UHMWPE
STRETCH
COMFORT ZONES

Aramid fibers
lining

LADIES
VERSION
AVAILABLE

DYNEEMA®

HIPS and KNEES
included
Adjustable
height of knee
protectors
parado

COLOR VERSIONS
▪ Blue/fluo
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SIZES
▪ MEN regular /long
30 | 32 | 34 | 36 | 38 | 40 | 42 | 44 | 46
▪ LADIES regular / long 26 | 28 | 30 | 32 | 34 | 36

DYNEEMA®
MATERIAL

TOUGH, TOUGHER, THE TOUGHEST

Dyneema® Denim in majority is a mix of Polyethylene fiber with Cotton. Dyneema® yarn is based on a Ultra High Molecular Weight
Polyethylene (UHMWPE) which is manufactured using a special spinning process resulting in a fiber that has an extreme high
crystallinity with following properties:
Extreme high tensile strength
Depending on the Dyneema® content in the denim it will be extremely difficult to tear or break the fabric. It is claimed to be 15 times
as strong as steel.
High cut resistance
Denim that contains more than 5 - 10% Dyneema® will have noticeably higher cut resistance compared to regular fabrics.

UHMWPE
ultra • high • molecular
• weight • polyethylene

DENIM
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CULLEBRO

The world‘s first shock absorbing motorcycle jeans
COMFORTABLE SITTING NOT ONLY ON YOUR HARDTAIL MOTORCYCLE THANKS TO TRILOBITE GEL SHOCK ABSORBING
PAD IN THE SEAT AREA INSIDE THE JEANS

Especially developed and designed
to be thinnest shock absorbing pad
with maximum power.

HIDDEN COMFORT NOBODY SEES.
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DON'T USE UGLY SADDLE PADS ANYMORE

NO MORE

Ugly bike look
Uncomfortable control of your bike
Awkward saddle look
Poor grip and sliding over saddle
79

CULLEBRO
2064

NEW

REGULAR
FIT

CULLEBRO LADIES

2064

NEW

REGULAR
FIT
The long rides you always enjoy, but sometimes your behind hurts too much? Trilobite Cullebro jeans solve
the trouble. Straight casual looking riding jeans are equipped with the shock absorbing padding on the seating
area, specially designed by Trilobite. The combination of gel and foam padding makes the long rides more comfortable.
There is no need to put any ugly pillow on the seat of your bike anymore, so it does not disturb the beauty of your bike.
You will value the padding on the long rides not only for the comfort of your seating, but also the right grip on your
seat on any bike. When you are cutting the curve on your bike, it helps you to control bike more easily. If you are afraid
how it might look on you without sitting on your bike? Just try it. No one will see the padding on you. The padding
is smartly set on inside of the pants, so it is not visible at all. Of course, you know the padding is there, but you
know what is the purpose of it, and no one knows about it. It is a small secret you have in the pants which is making
all arrivals to your destinations more relaxed and comfier. The jeans are made with aramid fibers at knee and back and
CE level 2 knee protectors are included. Furthermore, the pants have pocket for hip protector when you decide for
additional protection. Now the long rides are more fun and comfy.

FEATURES

SPECIFICATION
Outer material:
• Outer shell: Davos Denim (98% Cotton +
2% Elastane)
Protection:
• Aramid fibers lining at knee and back
• CE level 2 knee protectors included
• prepared for hip protectors
Ergonomic features:
• 2 front pockets, 2 back pockets & 1
coin pocket
• Gel Shock Absorbing Pad inside in
the seat area

Adjustability:
• belt loops for adjustment
Special features:
• Sealed inside at knee part for invisible seams
from outside

ARAMID
ABRASION
RESISTANCE

MATERIALS

LADIES
VERSION
AVAILABLE

Aramid fibers
lining

KNEES included
prepared for HIPS protectors

COLOR VERSIONS
▪ Blue

SIZES

MEN regular 30 | 32 | 34 | 36 | 38 | 40 | 42 | 44
LADIES regular 26 | 28 | 30 | 32 | 34 | 36 | 38

Product protected by Intellectual Property Rights under trade mark TRILOBITE motorcycle jeans®
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AGNOX

The world‘s first 4in1 layer system in motorcycle
jeans with Trilobitex® technology

WATERPROOF

PROTECTIVE

WTP 10 000 mm
BRTH 10 000 g/m2/24h

ABRASION RESISTANT
ARAMID FIBERS
abrasion and tearing resistance

3 °C STILL COMFORTABLE

WTP 10 000 mm

BRTH 10 000 g/m2/24h + AIR VENTILATION

COMFORT &
PERFECT FITTING

Overall HYDROPHOBIC treatment giving
additional waterproof properties

WATERPROOF & BREATHABLE

nano membrane 10 000 mm/10 000 g/m2/24 h

Back waist STRETCH panel
increases wearing comfort

Aramid fibers

TRILOBITE hip protectors
WATERPROOF ZIPPERS application

1

2

Crotch STRETCH panel
provides 4-dimensional elasticity

5

Adjustable height of
knee protectors EASILY
ACCESSIBLE from outside

4

3

7
6
8
9
Knee STRETCH panels
ensuring high wearing comfort

WATERPROOF membrane
over all stretch panels ensuring
extra WTP properties

TRILOBITE knee protectors

10
11
12

5 POCKETS + 1 secret WATERPROOF

pocket for your things like credit cards,
keys, banknotes,...

High quality polyurethane based

WATERPROOF sealing tape
over seams

14

WATERPROOF Nylon
Taffeta rain boot cuff

13

AGNOX
1666
REGULAR
FIT

AGNOX LADIES

1666

REGULAR
FIT
Agnox jeans are the right choice for for real long trip travelers and adventure riders. They combine
style, safety and waterproofness in one layer. The most technical materials have been used for production of these motorcycle jeans. Agnox look like denim pants but in terms of function they compete
with high end technical motorcycle apparel. In impact zones they are made of Trilobitex®, 4 directly
laminated layers joined in one single structure which combines civil look (denim), abrasion resistance
(aramid fibersmade with original Kevlar® by DuPont™), waterproofness (nano membrane) and soft
touch to rider’s body (mesh). The rest of pants is of directly laminated 3-layer waterproof denim called
B-Dry which has same structure except for aramid fibers layer.
Agnox jeans provide an extreme level of safety with their 6,7s abrasion resistance time, tested in TÜV
according to 13595-2 standard. CE level 2 protectors in knees and hips will guarantee impact safety.
When it comes to rain, nano membrane inside Trilobitex® starts to perform. It has 10 000 mm water
column and 10 000 g/m2/24h breathability. All seams are sealed with a waterproof tape. All zippers
are waterproof. Down the pant legs there are nylon taffeta boot cuffs to prevent the water from getting in
from the bottom. The jeans are hydrophobic treated all over the surface which provides additional water
repellent features.
Comfort is managed by various stretch panels in knee, back waist, and crotch zones. Higher back waist
covers the back well. Rider can assure ideal air circulation by opening air ventilation zippers on thighs. To
store your bike keys or coins you can use a secret thigh pocket. When off the bike, it is possible to take
out the knee protectors using the external entrance to knee protector pockets.
With these jeans riders get all they need on adventure trips.

SPECIFICATION

Outer material:
▪ Trilobitex® and B-Dry
Protection:
▪ CE level 2 protectors on hips and knees
▪ Aramid Fibers made with original Kevlar® by
DuPont™ inside Trilobitex®
Ergonomic features:
▪ 5 pockets + 1 secret pocket
▪ Stretch panels in knees, back waist, and crotch
▪ Adjustable height of knee protectors
▪ Double belt loops in front
▪ Raised waist belt at the back
▪ Connection zipper to jackets

Ventilation:
▪ Thighs air vent pockets
▪ Breathable nano membrane
with 10 000 g/m2/24h
Water resistance:
▪ Nano membrane with 10 000 mm water column
Fit:
▪ Travel off road and on road style. Perfectly
matches with Trilobite® Agnox and Rally jackets.
Packaging:
▪ Waterproof transport bag

FEATURES

agnox
MATERIALS

100%
%
WATERPROOF

HYDROPHOBIC
TREATMENT

ZIP CONNECTION
WITH A JACKET

LADIES VERSION
AVAILABLE

ARAMID
ABRASION
RESISTANCE

Kevlar and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of E.I. du

agnox
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B-DRY

SIZES

Adjustable
height of knee
protectors

Pont de Nemours and Company.

®

STRETCH
COMFORT ZONES

HIPS and KNEES
included

®

TRILOBITEX

▪ MEN regular /long

30 | 32 | 34 | 36 | 38 | 40 | 42 | 44

▪ LADIES regular / long 26 | 28 | 30 | 32 | 34 | 36

PROBUT X-FACTOR
The world‘s first Xtremely comfortable all season jeans in
Trilobite® range. Probut X-factor means X-treme fitting.

ALL SEASON JEANS

HOT

COLD

+
Probut X

Probut X

removable
inner pants

Trilobite people know
what perfect fitting is.
We do take care about
the most important
bodypart. This is why
Probut X-factor jeans
were born.

Overall HYDROPHOBIC treatment giving
additional waterproof properties

CORDURA® DENIM WITH COOLMAX®

2

1

Ergonomically
X-SHAPED STRETCH panel

3

High waist at the back

4

Adjustable height of knee
protectors EASILY ACCESSIBLE
from outside

Back waist STRETCH panel
increases wearing comfort

5
TRILOBITE hip protectors

6

Aramid fibres

9

7

8

TRILOBITE knee protectors

Knee STRETCH panels
ensuring high wearing comfort

10

5 pockets + 1 secret pocket
for your things like credit
cards, keys, banknotes,...

TRIPLE out seam

11

REFLECTIVE stripes

12

14
WATERPROOF Nylon
Taffeta rain boot cuff

15
REMOVABLE WATERPROOF THERMO LINING
10 000mm / 10 000 g/m2 / 24h

13

PROBUT X-FACTOR
1663

all season Xtremely fitted jeans

PROBUT X-FACTOR LADIES
1663

STRAIGHT
FIT

REGULAR
FIT

removable inner pants

SPECIFICATION
Outer material:
▪ 12.5 oz Cordura® Denim with Coolmax® fibers
Outer shell lining:
▪ Aramid fibers lining in knees and seat made
with Kevlar® by progressive DuPont™
technology
Protection:
▪ CE level 2 protectors on hips and knees
▪ Triple outseam
Ergonomic features:
▪ 5 pockets + 1 secret pocket
▪ Stretch panels in knees, back waist, and crotch
▪ Adjustable height of knee protectors
▪ Double belt loops in front
▪ Raised waist beltat the back

MATERIALS

FEATURES

Ventilation:
▪ Thighs air vent pockets
▪ Breathable crotch panel
▪ Coolmax® moisture wicking system
Water resistance:
▪ Membrane 10 000 mm water column / 10
000 g breathability
Fit:
▪ Travel off road and on road style. Perfectly
matches with Trilobite® Rally, Parado and
Agnox jackets.
Packaging:
▪ Supplied with inner pants in a separate
transport bag not installed to jeans
Kevlar® and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered
trademarks of E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Company.

Probut X-Factor jeans are unbeatable all season travel
equipment for riders who want maximum of functionality, protection, and comfort. With these jeans weather really doesn’t
matter. When it is cold and rainy the removable inner pants
made of waterproof membrane and thermo insulating layer
will do their job. When it is hot outside, Cordura® denim with
Coolmax® fiber system will take the body moisture to the upper layer giving these riding jeans perfect cooling and drying
performance. The jeans have air ventilation pockets on thighs.
Nylon boot cuffs prevent water from getting in from bottom
during the rain. Reflective stripes in calf zones maximize the
visibility on road.
Jeans are made from 12.5 oz Cordura® denim with Coolmax®
which is abrasion resistant material and it is 4 times stronger
than standard denim of the same weight. Impact zones in knees
and seat are lined with large aramid fiber panels made with
original Kevlar® by DuPont™. All together it means double
abrasion resistance. Impact safety is managed by CE level
2 protectors in knees and hips while knee pad pockets can
be installed through exterior zipper openings. Triple outseam
underlines safety performance of Probut X-Factor jeans.
Due to ergonomically shaped stretch panels in knees, back of
the waist, and crotch riders will always move free and travel
comfortably on long trips. The X-shaped crotch panel gives
wide possibilities for any extension movements on the bike.

100%

WATERPROOF

HYDROPHOBIC
TREATMENT

REMOVABLE
THERMO LINER

ZIP CONNECTION
WITH A JACKET

LADIES
VERSION
AVAILABLE

ALL
SEASON

ARAMID
ABRASION
RESISTANCE

STRETCH
COMFORT ZONES

denim X-factor
Cordura®Probut
Coolmax® fibres

Aramid fibers lining

SIZES

HIPS and KNEES
included

Adjustable
height of knee
protectors

Probut X-factor
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Probut X-factor

▪ MEN regular/long
30 | 32 | 34 | 36 | 38 | 40 | 42 | 44
▪ LADIES regular/long 26 | 28 | 30 | 32 | 34 | 36

AIRTECH

BLUE/BLACK

1962

AIRTECH LADIES

1962

BLUE/BLACK

STRAIGHT
FIT

REGULAR
FIT

SPECIFICATION

Outer material:
▪ 60% Magnum Poly Denim, 20% Nylon, 15%
Polyamide, 5% Genuine Leather
▪ Outer shell lining: Aramid fibers lining
in knees and seat made with Kevlar® by
progressive DuPont™ technology.
Inner material:
▪ 75% Cotton, 25% Polyester
Protection:
▪ Kevlar® by DuPont™ aramid fiber lining at
knees and seat
▪ CE level 2 protectors at knees and hips included
Ergonomic features:
▪ Adjustable by wide stretch panel and velcro at
waist, side zippers at bottom, front closing by
zipper and buttons. Three outside pockets.
▪ Adjustable height of the knee protectors by

velcro, raised waist belt at the back. Removable
suspenders.
Ventilation:
▪ Mesh material at thighs and back knees
Visibility:
▪ 3M reflective yarn at lower legs
Fit:
▪ Sport, enduro, adventure.

From sport-touring to adventure enduro, Trilobite Airtech
pants are made for riders who need maximum protection
from the weather and road. Combination of denim, stretch
material, technical mesh, and leather with protective lining
in back seat and knees provided by aramid fibers of Kevlar®
by DuPont™ progressive technology, makes the AirTech
pants right choice. Perfect air control works because
of the Air Tech technology of mesh material on hips and
thighs. The pants are equipped with releasable suspenders
with Trilobite logos, secured on double loop in back and
front with large velcro to satisfy maximum comfort of the
fitting.
Any rider will welcome comfort of stretch and breathable
crotch mesh material and raised back. CE level 2 protectors for knees and hips is included with the pants. YKK
zippers assures the quality and long lasting performance.
To increase the visibility at night, special reflective 3M
yarn is used at the lower back pant. The pants have nice and
noticable combination of dark blue denim and brown hand
waxed leather which makes very distinct look. Available in
women´s version too.

FEATURES

MATERIALS

LADIES VERSION
AVAILABLE

AIR
VENTILATION

STRETCH
COMFORT
ZONES

ARAMID
ABRASION
RESISTANCE

REFLECTIVE
ELEMENTS

ADJUSTABLE
STRAPS

Airtech

Denim
Aramid fibers lining

Kevlar and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of E.I.
du Pont de Nemours and Company.
®

KNEES included
prepared for HIPS protectors
Adjustable
height of knee
protectors

COLOR VERSIONS

▪ Blue/Black

90

SIZES
Airtech

▪ MEN

30 | 32 | 34 | 36 | 38 | 40 | 42 | 44

▪ LADIES

26 | 28 | 30 | 32 | 34 | 36
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FUELLER COMBO

BLACK

1963

RACING
FIT

These leather and denim pants make sense for any rider who is looking for stylish pants with great performance of added fixed anti-abrasion TPU carbon look knee protection. These pants are perfect choice for
traveling on road with a fast sporty bike. Combination of leather and denim with Kevlar® by Dupont™ aramid
fibers gives the pants safe, stylish, yet very comfortable qualities any rider enjoys on the road. Accordion
panels flex when needed, ventilation pockets relieve from excess heat, and raised back covers the lower back.
Safety features like Kevlar® by Dupont™ aramid fibers lining at back seat and knees, fixed anti-abrasion TPU
carbon looking protectors on the knees, CE level 2 protectors for knees and hips, and reflex printing on the
side gives the pants what the rider needs on the road. The pants provide excellent ventilation by direct air
flow of zipped vent pockets in front. All vent panels and main closing are covered by original YKK zippers.
Combination of different textures of the leather and especially Pittard leather on sides makes very nice touch
and detail for any demanding rider. Embosed Trilobite logo on the fixed protectors shows the Trilobite family
brand. There are four front pockets and two back packets for rider´s posessions. The FUELLER COMBO pants
are great for season on road touring with sporty bike.

SPECIFICATION
Outer material:
▪ 60% Magnum Poly Denim, 30% Genuine
Pittard Leather, 10% Polyamide
Protection:
▪ CE level 2 protectors on hips and knees
▪ Aramid fibers lining made with Kevlar® by
DuPont™ at knee and back
▪ Anti-Abrasion Outer Knee Carbon Look
Protectors
▪ Tripple stitching on exposed areas
▪ Laminated reflection at side panels
Ergonomic features:
▪ Four front pockets and two back pockets
▪ Stretch accordion panels in back and knees,
stretch panel in crotch
▪ Adjustable height of knee protectors
▪ Double belt loops in front

▪ Raised waist belt at the back
▪ Flexible stretch material used on the bottom
of pants
Ventilation:
▪ Thighs air vent pockets
▪ Breathable crotch panel
▪ Perforated leather panels
Fit:
▪ Sporty bike on road style. Perfectly matches
with Fueller Combo jacket. Pants are designed
to fit into the riding boots.
Kevlar® and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of E.I.
du Pont de Nemours and Company.

MATERIALS

FEATURES
AIR
VENTILATION

HIPS and KNEES
included

ARAMID
ABRASION
RESISTANCE

Fueller Combo

LEATHER
ABRASION
RESISTANCE

Adjustable
height of knee
protectors
Aramid fibers lining
Fueller Combo

COLOR VERSIONS

SIZES

▪ Black

▪ MEN

92

30 | 32 | 34 | 36 | 38 | 40 | 42 | 44

TAFF

BLACK

1965

STRAIGHT
FIT

Taff are simple looking pants with protection of aramid fibers by
Kevlar® by DuPont™ and CE level 2 protectors on hips and
knees which are easilly inserted from inside. The height of the knee
protector can be positioned to the rider´s fit thanks to the pocket
with velcro. Magnum Poli Denim material provides softness with
strength, fashion, and function with durability. Any rider who is
looking for the comfortable simple looking pants with outstanding
performance can´t make a mistake with Taff jeans.

SPECIFICATION
Outer material:
▪ 100% Magnum Poly Denim
Protection:
▪ Aramid fibers lining in knees and
seat made with Kevlar® by DuPont™
technology
▪ CE level 2 protectors on hips and knees
Ergonomic features:
▪ Belt loops for adjustment, front flap with
1 button
▪ 2 front pockets, 1 secret pocket, 2 back
pocket

FEATURES
Fit:			
Street and travel on road.

MATERIALS

Taff

ARAMID
ABRASION
RESISTANCE

Kevlar® and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of
E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Company.
HIPS and KNEES
included
Adjustable
height of knee
protectors
Taff

COLOR VERSIONS

SIZES

▪ Black

▪ MEN

94

Aramid fibers lining

Denim

30 | 32 | 34 | 36 | 38 | 40 | 42 | 44 | 46

SMART BLUE
1863

SMART LADIES
BLUE

1863

STRAIGHT
FIT

REGULAR
FIT
Smart jeans is where Trilobite® compromises on
price but quality and function stay on the highest level.
Outer 11.5 oz denim is lined with large aramid fiber
panels in knee and hip zones to provide the rider with
abrasion resistance. The highest impact protection is
guaranteed thanks to CE level 2 protectors in knees
which can be installed by using exterior entrance
to the knee protector pockets. Smart jeans are hip
protectors prepared. Big portion of triple stitching
gives these jeans strong construction.
To store any necessary things when riding, you can
use 5 pockets and one flat cargo pocket on thigh.
The combination of straight fit, discreet stretch panel
in the crotch zone and knee stretch ribbing will ensure
a rider ease of motion and comfort even on longer
trips. Trilobite® logo on the right thigh together with
original metal accessories give these jeans a decent
portion of fashion riding style.

SPECIFICATION
Outer material:
▪ 11.5 oz Elastic Denim, 98% Cotton, 2%
Elastane
Outer shell lining:
▪ Aramid fibers lining in knees and seat made
with Kevlar® by progressive DuPont™
technology
Protection:
▪ Aramid fibers lining in knees and seat
▪ CE level 2 protectors on knees
▪ Hip protectors prepared
▪ Triple stitching

smart
MATERIALS

FEATURES
Ergonomic features:
▪ 5 pockets + 1 flat cargo pocket on a thigh
▪ Stretch panels in knees and crotch
▪ Adjustable height of knee protectors
▪ Exterior entrance to knee protector pockets
Fit:
▪ Urban, scooter and street, on road style.
Perfectly matches with Trilobite® protective
hoodies and shirts.

ARAMID
ABRASION
RESISTANCE

LADIES
VERSION
AVAILABLE

STRETCH
COMFORT ZONES

Aramid fibers
lining
Denim

KNEE included
prepared for HIPS protectors
Adjustable
height of knee
protectors

COLOR VERSIONSsmart

Kevlar® and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of E.I.
du Pont de Nemours and Company.

▪ Blue

SIZES
▪ MEN regular/long

▪ LADIES regular/long
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30 | 32 | 34 | 36 | 38 | 40 | 42 | 44
26 | 28 | 30 | 32 | 34 | 36
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ALLSHAPE
2063

NEW

SKINNY FIT

Comes

r

iffe
d
3
in

FINE

FOR STRAIGHT FIGURES
WITH JEANS TOO TIGHT
IN THE WAIST

s

ape
h
s
t
en

REGULAR

THE WAIST WILL FIT
PERFECTLY AND LEGS
WILL LOOK LONGER

Do you have straight
Are you evenly
waist, slim hips and
proportioned from waist
thighs? …..FINE shape is to thighs? … REGULAR
your choice. It will give shape is your choice. It
you the right shape of
will give you the right
your bum and it does not shape of your bum and
stress your belly.
the legs will appear
slightly longer.

DARING

NO MORE GAP IN THE
BACK THANKS TO
HIGHER BACK RISE
Do you have defined
waist, fuller hips and
thighs? … DARING
shape is your choice.
Thanks to the higher
waist, you will not see the
gap in the back and your
bum will look great.

Any girl who likes to ride a bike, or just rides with her partner in the back seat, likes to dress comfortably,
in style and with all the safety features possible. ALLSHAPE jeans are an exciting addition to variety or
riding garments Trilobite has to offer. These jeans were created with focus on the body shapes of the ladies,
especially the shape of their bums. Not all of them are the same, but every of them can look great! There are
three fitting shapes that express the curves and bring out the best appearance. The pants are made with
5% of stretch material, so they feel very comfortable. Protection is enhanced by aramid fibers at knee
and back and CE level 2 knee protectors are included. Furthermore, there are pockets for hip protectors
which allows you to add more safety features to your pants. The jeans have two hand pockets in front and
two pockets in back.

FEATURES

SPECIFICATION

Outer material:
• Outer shell: 95% Davos Denim (98% Cotton,
2% Elastane) and 5% Stretch Fabric (100%
Polyamide)
Protection:
• Aramid fiber lining at knee and back
• CE level 2 knee protectors included
• prepared for hip protectors
Ergonomic features:
• 2 hand pockets, 2 back pockets
• anti-slide slicion in the seat area

MATERIALS

Taff

ARAMID
ABRASION
RESISTANCE

Adjustability:
• belt loops for adjustment

KNEES included
prepared for HIPS protectors

COLOR VERSIONS
▪ Blue

98

Adjustable
Micas
height of knee
protectors

SIZES

Aramid fibers lining

Denim

LADIES regular 26 | 28 | 30 | 32 | 34 | 36 | 38
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SK8RIDING

BLUE

1966

Drop crotch
skinny FIT

BLACK

Sk8Riding jeans are completely new concept. Two seemingly different cultures in the past and their
communities are meeting each other more and more frequently these days and are melting together.
Especially, young riders are often not only motorcycle riders in their mind, they at the same time enjoy
riding on skateboard, in-line skates or scooters. Sk8Riding jeans are designed exclusively for such people.
Both in street sports and motorcycle riding you need a high level of comfort and maximum freedom of
motion which is ensured by elastic denim. Almost skinny fit gives these jeans modern look which is an
essential feature of street apparel. What neither of these cultures should not miss is safety. No matter if you
slide a road because you fall off the bike or skateboard, you need abrasion and impact resistance. In case of
Sk8 Riding jeans there are aramid fibers made with original Kevlar® by DuPont™ technology in knees and
hips to eliminate friction impact. CE level 2 protectors in knees protects knee joints against the energy of
impact. These are delivered as a standard accessory to these jeans. Optionally, they can be equipped also
with hip protectors.
Sk8 Riding jeans are multi-purpose pants for those who live the street culture in every aspect. No matter
what you ride on the street, it is enough to have just one pair of Sk8 Riding jeans.

SPECIFICATION
Outer material:
▪ 73% Cotton, 17% Nylon, 10% Lycra
Protection:
▪ CE level 2 protectors in knees; prepared for CE
hip protectors
▪ Aramid fibers made with original Kevlar® by
DuPont™ at knees and hips
Ergonomic Features:
▪ Stretch panels
▪ Knee protector pockets accessible from outside

sk8riding
MATERIALS

FEATURES
Fit:
▪ Any bike, city riding, street sports, skateboard
riding. Perfectly matches with Trilobite® shirts
and hoodies.

STRETCH
COMFORT
ZONES

ARAMID
ABRASION
RESISTANCE

Aramid fibers
lining

Kevlar® and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of E.I.
du Pont de Nemours and Company.

Denim

KNEES included
prepared for HIPS protectors
Adjustable
height of knee
protectors

COLOR VERSIONS
▪ Black

100

▪ Blue

sk8riding

SIZES
▪ MEN 30 | 32 | 34 | 36 | 38 | 40 | 42 | 44

DUAL
pants (2 in 1)
1864

BEIGE

REGULAR
FIT

BLACK

These canvas cargo pants are of a 2 in 1 construction. By unzipping the pant legs you make easily
comfortable shorts out of Dual pants. Ideal choice for riders who want to join their riding with a walk trip.
Get off the bike, unzip the pants and go easy.
The upper canvas material is lined in knee and seat zone with aramid fibers made with original Kevlar® by
DuPont™ which protect a rider in case of friction during contact with road. Impact safety is managed by
Trilobite® Premium protection CE level 2 in hips and knees. Height of knee pads can be adjusted by Velcro
system inside knee protector pockets.
Extensive storage space is managed by 6 pockets, two of them in cargo style on thighs.

SPECIFICATION
Outer material:
▪ Canvas
Outer shell lining:
▪ Aramid fibers lining in knees and seat made
with Kevlar® by progressive DuPont™
technology
Protection:
▪ Trilobite® Premium Protection CE level 2
protectors on hips and knees
Ergonomic Features:
▪ 6 pockets
▪ Adjustable height of knee protectors
▪ 2 in 1 pants with detachable pant legs

MATERIALS
Dual

FEATURES
Fit:
▪ Urban, street and travel on road style. Perfectly
matches with Trilobite® protective hoodies
and shirts

ARAMID
ABRASION
RESISTANCE

2 in 1 pants
to shorts
Aramid fibers
lining

Dual

Kevlar® and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of E.I.

Canvas
Cotton

HIPS and KNEES
inclued

du Pont de Nemours and Company.

Adjustable
height of knee
protectors

COLOR VERSIONS
▪ Black
▪ Beige
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Dual

SIZES
▪ MEN 30 | 32 | 34 | 36 | 38 | 40 | 42 | 44

MICAS URBAN
1665

BLUE ACID

GREY

SLIM FIT

MICAS URBAN LADIES
1665

GREEN CAMO

BLUE ACID

GREY

SKINNY FIT
Micas Urban jeans are motorcycle protective jeans with casual look. Slim fit style available in various color
options. Urban look makes out of these jeans great choice for city riders. With their functionality these jeans
will satisfy not only scooter riders but also street and naked bike riders for their city riding and trips around.
Stretchy denim provides maximum comfort even for these very slim fit jeans. Knee stretch panels are finely
integrated looking as a fashion element. For those who prefer, camo color options are made of non-elastic
denim. High waist at the back will cover the back of a rider when on road perfectly.
Micas urban jeans are lined with aramid fibers made with original Kevlar® by DuPont™. Lining covers knee
and hip impact zones giving the jeans abrasion resistance. Micas Urban comes with CE level 2 protectors in
knees as a standard. Insertion of knee pads is very easy thanks to hidden zipper opening in knee stretch panels.
Jeans can be optionally equipped with hip protectors.

SPECIFICATION
Outer material:
▪ 11.5 oz Elastic Denim, 98% Cotton, 2%
Elastane, Green camo color options (ladies) 12
oz non-stretchy denim
Outer shell lining:
▪ Aramid fibers lining in knees and seat made
with Kevlar® by progressive DuPont™
technology
Protection:
▪ CE level 2 protectors on knees
▪ Hip protectors prepared

MATERIALSMicas

FEATURES
Ergonomic features:
▪ 5 pockets
▪ Stretch panels in knees
▪ Adjustable height of knee protectors
▪ Raised waist belt at the back
Fit:
▪ Urban, scooter and street, on road style.
Perfectly matches with Trilobite® protective
hoodies and shirts.

Kevlar® and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of
E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Company.

LADIES VERSION
AVAILABLE

ARAMID
ABRASION
RESISTANCE

Aramid fibers
lining

STRETCH
COMFORT ZONES

Denim

KNEES included
prepared for HIPS protectors

COLOR VERSIONS
▪ Blue Acid
▪ Grey
▪ Greem Camo (ladies)
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Micas

SIZES
▪ MEN 30 | 32 | 34 | 36 | 38 | 40 | 42 | 44
▪ LADIES 26 | 28 | 30 | 32 | 34 | 36

LEGGINS
2061

NEW

BLACK

SKINNY FIT

BROWN

When your favourite pants to wear are the leggins, than why wear anything else on your bike rides? The
Leggins are the perfect choice to show off your beautiful legs and so comfortable to wear, especially on
bike. Trilobite never makes boring clothes, so we raised the fashion bar with the leather leggins to underline
feminity in every women. Choose from classical black leather or chocolate brown matt colour. You still get
the protection as expected from motorcycle pants with aramid fiber lining, pockets for knee and hips
protectors, but nothing is noticeable on the outside. Your comfort is assured by stretchy materials in
the back and stretchy harmonium panels above knees. If you are not afraid to cause turning heads, wear
Trilobite Leather leggins.

SPECIFICATION
Outer material:
• Outer shell: Stretch fabric and Sheep
Leather
Protection:
• Aramid fibers lining at knee and back
• CE level 2 knee protectors included
• prepared for hip protectors
Ergonomic features:
• 2 front pockets
• triple stitching on the sides

FEATURES

MATERIALS

Taff

ARAMID
ABRASION
RESISTANCE

Adjustability:
• belt loops for adjustment
• stretch panels for better fitting at knees

KNEES included
prepared for HIPS protectors

COLOR VERSIONS
▪ Black
▪ Brown
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Adjustable
Micas
height of knee
protectors

SIZES

Aramid fibers lining

LADIES 26 | 28 | 30 | 32 | 34 | 36 | 38

Denim

LEGGINS
2062

NEW

SNAKE

SKINNY FIT

BLACK TEXTURED COW
LEATHER

When your favourite pants to wear are the leggins, than why wear anything else on your bike rides? The
Leggins are the perfect choice to show off your beautiful legs and so comfortable to wear, especially on
bike. Trilobite never makes boring clothes, so we raised the fashion bar with the leather leggins to underline
feminity in every women. The leggins are produced with snake looking textured leather. You still get
the protection as expected from motorcycle pants with aramid fiber lining, pockets for knee and hips
protectors, but nothing is noticeable on the outside. Your comfort is assured by stretchy materials in
the back and stretchy harmonium panels above knees. If you are not afraid to cause turning heads, wear
Trilobite Leather leggins.

FEATURES

SPECIFICATION
Outer material:
• Outer shell: Stretch fabric and Textured
Cow Leather
Protection:
• Aramid fibers lining at knee and back
• CE level 2 knee protectors included
• prepared for hip protectors
Ergonomic features:
• 2 front pockets
• triple stitching on the sides

Adjustability:
• belt loops for adjustment
• stretch panels for better fitting at knees

MATERIALS

Taff

ARAMID
ABRASION
RESISTANCE

KNEES included
prepared for HIPS protectors

COLOR VERSIONS
▪ Black
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Adjustable
Micas
height of knee
protectors

SIZES

Aramid fibers lining

LADIES 26 | 28 | 30 | 32 | 34 | 36 | 38

Denim

106

LEGGINS

BLACK

1968

SKINNY FIT

When leggings are your favorite pants to wear for comfort, fashion and to showcase your nice legs, then why wear
anything else on your bike? Save your skin with moto-specific reinforced leggins. Cut to make them feel like a
normal pair of jeans even though they are far from it. The comfort is given by soft stretchy fabric, stretch panels
above knees and higher flexible waistband without a front zipper. Lined with Aramid Fiber at front & back these
Leggins are designed for abrasion resistance. They feature internal pockets for knee and hip armors for complete
protection you would expect from motorcycle gear. Two front and 2 back external pockets to stash your needs.

SPECIFICATION

Outer material:
▪ Outer shell: 100% Stretch Polyamide
Protection:
▪ Aramid fiber lining at front & back
▪ CE level 2 protectors at knee
▪ pockets ready for hip protectors
Ergonomic features:
▪ Pockets:
▪ 2 hand pockets, 2 back pockets

Adjustability:
▪ belt loops for adjustment
▪ stretch panels for better fitting at knees

FEATURES

MATERIALSWilder

STRETCH
COMFORT
ZONES

Kevlar® and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of
E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Company.

KNEES included

Aramid fibers lininig

prepared for HIPS
protectors

Wilder

COLOR VERSIONS

▪ Black
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SIZES
▪ LADIES

26 | 28 | 30 | 32 | 34 | 36 | 38

CHIC LADIES JEANS DARK BLUE/ BLACK
1865

SLIM FIT

This is where safety meets fashion. Chic ladies pants have been designed to meet the taste of fashion
aimed ladies riders. Refined combination of technical abrasion resistant denim with wax cotton gives
Chic jeans original fashion look.
Outer parts of pant legs are made of abrasion resistant denim which consists of 11.5 oz denim layer and
directly laminated aramid fiber layer made with original Kevlar® by DuPont™. It protects the legs of
ladies rider against abrasion if needed. Trilobite® Premium Protection CE level 2 in knees delivered as
standard accessories provide maximum impact safety. Chic pants can be optionally equipped with hip
protector CE level 2. Triple stitching on these pants strengthens the construction and improves safety
features.
These slim fit fashion motorcycle jeans have 5 pockets. Flat snap buttons at the bottom of pant legs help
ladies to slip into the pants easily and match with fashion look.

SPECIFICATION
Outer material:
▪ Abrasion resistant 11.5 oz Denim with
laminated aramid fibres and Wax Cotton
Protection:
▪ CE Level 2 protectors on knees
▪ Hip protectors prepared
▪ Aramid fibers made with original Kevlar® by
DuPont™ inside Trilobitex®

FEATURES
Ergonomic features:
▪ 5 pockets
▪ Adjustable height of knee protectors
▪ Flat snap buttons on pant legs
Fit:
▪ Urban riding. Perfectly matches with Trilobite®
hoodies.
Kevlar® and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of E.I.
du Pont de Nemours and Company.

Aramid fibers
lining
KNEES included
prepared for HIPS protectors

Denim

Adjustable
height of knee
protectors

COLOR VERSIONS

▪ Dark blue/ black
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MATERIALS
chic

ARAMID
ABRASION
RESISTANCE

chic

SIZES
▪ LADIES

26 | 28 | 30 | 32 | 34 | 36
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CAFÉ GLOVES

BROWN

1942

DARK BLUE

Designed for those who love the combination of exceptional comfort, good style, and high level of
protection, thanks to TPU plastic joint protection indelibly pressed into the leather. The whole gloves are
made of pleasant Cowhide natural A plus leather,which was used for the retro look using the drum dyed
waxed effect technology. The stretch leather panels are used on the thumb, forefinger, and middle finger
for perfect holding of the handlebars and simplifying the control of the brake lever and clutch lever. The
underside of the gloves is reinforced to help prevent palm imprints during extreme long journeys. Every
time you take the glove, you will appreciate the puller for easy wearing before you ride.

SPECIFICATION

MATERIAL:
▪ Outer Shell: (Palm) original drum dyed
aniline/ comfort natural A Plus quality special CE
approved Cow Leather
▪ Extra layer of special CE approved goat leather &
puller on palm for easy wearing
Protection:
▪ Top quality high density soft molded inlayed
knuckle safety
▪ Lining: Super strong aramid lining on palm for
protection
▪ Abrasion resistant goat A class natural leather
▪ TPU plastic joint protection
Ergonomics and Comfort:
▪ Pre-curved fingers

▪ Elastic/Soft 4-way stretch material between
fingers
▪ Stretch panels on fingers
▪ Adjustable velcro strap closing around wrist
▪ Practical puller for easy putting on
▪ Elastic wedge for better wrist around
Other Features:
▪ Soft inserts
▪ Vintage style classic dirty wax finish
▪ Avaible in woman version
▪ Ergonomic size fitting

MATERIALS

FEATURES

CAFE

LADIES VERSION
AVAILABLE

STRETCH
COMFORT
ZONES

ARAMID
ABRASION
RESISTANCE

LEATHER
ABRASION
RESISTANCE

KNUCKLE
PROTECTORS

ADJUSTABLE
STRAPS

EN 13594:2015
Top

Palm
Aramid fibers lining

Kevlar® and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of E.I. du
Pont de Nemours and Company.
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COLOR VERSIONS

SIZES

▪ Brown
▪ Dark Blue

▪ MEN S | M | L | XL | 2XL
▪ LADIES XS | S | M | L | XL

FASTER GLOVES

YELLOW

1941

SAFE & STYLE Trilobite Faster gloves made from
premium Deer natural A plus leather. Designed
for old school enthusiasts who emphasize the style,
and Retro is part of their soul. Thanks to the drum
dyed waxed effect, these gloves got the touch of
the past times of our grandpas who were frolicking
on motorbikes.
When making these gloves, great emphasis is
placed on selecting and processing the best deer
skin from middle-aged animals and the best spots
without distinct thickness and scars on the skin.
High quality threads and perfect fit are used for
the ultimate strength and comfort while riding
a motorcycle.

SPECIFICATION
MATERIAL:
▪ Outer Shell (Palm): Original drum dyed
aniline/ Comfort natural A Plus quality Deer
leather.
▪ Lining: Super strong aramid lining inside for
protection.
▪ Outer Shell (Back): Top quality original
drum dyed aniline/ Comfort natural A Plus
quality Deer leather for comfort fit & easy
movements.
Protection:
▪ Abrasion resistant, carefully selected Deer
natural A plus
▪ Lining: Super Strong aramid lining inside for
protection
Ergonomics and Comfort:
▪ Pre-curved fingers
▪ Stretch panels on fingers

FEATURES
▪ Leather elastic ribs on knuckle/back for easy
movements & safety
▪ Adjustable velcro strap closure
▪ Closing around wrist
Other Features:
▪ Soft inserts
▪ Trilobite printed logo details on thumb for
branding & styling
▪ Antique style Trilobite steel stud with stitch
design on back for fashion
▪ Vintage look / Ancient style classic dirty wax
finished for fashion
▪ Ergonomic size fitting.

MATERIALS
FASTER

STRETCH
COMFORT
ZONES

ARAMID
ABRASION
RESISTANCE

LEATHER
ABRASION
RESISTANCE

ADJUSTABLE
STRAPS

EN 13594:2015

Top

Palm
Aramid fibers lining

Kevlar® and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of E.I.
du Pont de Nemours and Company.
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COLOR VERSIONS

SIZES

▪ Yellow

▪ MEN S | M | L | XL | 2XL

COMFEE GLOVES

BLACK

1943

BEIGE

Simple and free for Scrambler rides in the woods and in nature. Where there is no danger falling on
asphalt ground and complete freedom of movement is required, similarly to what requires a motocross
glove, Trilobite Comfee gloves offers a combination of retro look, enhanced protection, and the
convenience of sports gloves. The cowhide drum dyed natural A plus leather effect is used to make
the side of the glove and the little finger edge. For perfect sensitivity while driving, a four-way stretch
spandex is used, which does not hurt anywhere, and is enjoyable even on a long, extreme off road trip.
Synthetic leather with silicone print on all the fingers on the underside helps to ensure good clutch
and brake lever grip and prevents sliding of fingers while gear shifting and breaking. Smart Touch
fingertips allow you to interact with your capacitive touch screen devices. The underside of the gloves
is reinforced to help prevent palm imprints during extreme long journeys. Every time you take the glove,
you will appreciate the puller for easy wearing before you ride.

SPECIFICATION
Material
▪ Outer Shell: (Palm) Top quality amara /
synthetic leather with extra layer with silicon
printing for comfort fit and perfect control
▪ Special CE approved Goat leather puller on
palm with antique Trilobite steel stud for easy
wearing
▪ Outer Shell: (Back) Top quality elasticated
4-way & strong ventilated mesh with leather
panels on back & finger for better movement
& protection
Protection:
▪ Top quality high density soft molded inlayed
knuckle
▪ TPU plastic joint protection
▪ Lining: Super strong aramid lining inside for
protection
▪ Touchscreen compatible
Ergonomics and Comfort:
▪ Pre-curved fingers

FEATURES

▪ Stretch panels on fingers
▪ Four way stretch spandex
▪ Adjustable celcro strap closure around the wrist
▪ Smart mesh
▪ Practical puller for easier putting on
Other Features:
▪ Soft inserts
▪ Trilobite emboss logo details on back for
branding & fashion
▪ Elastic/soft mesh between fingers for comfort
& ventilation
▪ Vintage look with classic dirty wax finish for
fashion
▪ Adjustable velcro strap closure
▪ Ergonomic size fitting

MATERIALS
COMFEE

STRETCH
COMFORT
ZONES

ARAMID
ABRASION
RESISTANCE

TOUCH SCREEN
COMPATIBLE
FINGER TIPS

ADJUSTABLE
STRAPS

LEATHER
PULLER

EN 13594:2015

Top

Palm
Aramid fibers lining

Kevlar® and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of E.I.
du Pont de Nemours and Company.
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COLOR VERSIONS

SIZES

▪ Black
▪ Beige

▪ MEN S | M | L | XL | 2XL
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PILOTER GLOVES

BLUE DENIM WITH YELLOW LEATHER

1842

BLUE DENIM WITH DARK BLUE LEATHER

Vintage look made of modern hi-tech materials.
In Piloter gloves style is not compromised. Back
of the hand is designed of denim with aramid fibers
made with Kevlar® by DuPont™ technology.
The palm part is made of a top quality vintage
waxed deer leather. Thumb laser logo adds a real
heritage touch to Piloter gloves.

SPECIFICATION
Outer material:
▪ Denim and leather
▪ Palm: Original drum dyed aniline/comfort
natural A+ quality Deer leather with vintage look
wax finishing
▪ Back: Top quality denim with stitch design &
steel fashion stud
Outer shell lining:
▪ Aramid fibers lining made with Kevlar® by
progressive DuPont™ technology in back of
the hand
Protection:
▪ Aramid fibers lining made with Kevlar® by
DuPont™

FEATURES
Ergonomic features:
▪ Pro-style pull on cuff with elastic for ergo fit
▪ Puller style cuff shape with a steel stud for
easy wearing
Fit:
▪ Custom riding, café racers, bobbers, brats.
Men sizes (S – 2XL). Perfectly matches with
Trilobite® heritage clothing

ARAMID
ABRASION
RESISTANCE

MATERIALS
PULLER

LEATHER ABRASION
RESISTANCE

Top

Palm
Denim with Aramid fibers lining

Kevlar® and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of E.I.
du Pont de Nemours and Company.
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COLOR VERSIONS

SIZES

▪ Blue denim with yellow leather
▪ Blue denim with dark blue
leather

▪ MEN

S | M | L | XL | 2XL

Leather

RALLY GLOVES

DARK BLUE

1841

Street riding performance is what riders get from
Rally gloves. Combination of leather and denim
lined with aramid fibers. Short wrist fit gives real
street ride look. Wrist Velcro closure and leather
pull up strap make it easy to slip into the glove
within a second. Hard knuckle and palm protectors
guarantee high level of impact safety.

SPECIFICATION
Outer material:
▪ Denim and leather
▪ Palm: Original drum dyed aniline/comfort
natural A+ quality cowhide leather
▪ Back: Top quality denim with stitch design &
steel fashion stud.
Outer shell lining:
▪ Aramid fibers lining made with Kevlar® by
progressive DuPont™ technology in back of
the hand
Protection:
▪ Aramid fibers lining made with Kevlar® by
DuPont™
▪ Pittard leather patches on palm for extra

MATERIALS

FEATURES
protection and grip
▪ High density molded protection on knuckles and
palm for safety
Ergonomic features:
▪ Adjustable Velcro strap closure with embossed
logo
▪ Leather puller
Fit:
▪ street riding, men sizes (S – 2XL) and ladies
sizes (XS - 2XL). Perfectly matches with
Trilobite® Parado jeans and jackets, Micas
Urban jeans.

LADIES
VERSION
AVAILABLE
KNUCKLE
PROTECTORS

ARAMID
ABRASION
RESISTANCE
LEATHER ABRASION
RESISTANCE

LEATHER
PULLER

Top

Palm
Denim with Aramid fibers lining

Kevlar® and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of E.I.
du Pont de Nemours and Company.
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COLOR VERSIONS

SIZES

▪ Dark blue

▪ MEN S | M | L | XL | 2XL
▪ LADIES XS | S | M | L | XL | 2XL

Leather

PARADO GLOVES BLUE
1840

BLACK

Get a proper grip and precise touch with Parado
gloves. These are designed to match the favorite
Parado jeans and jackets in functionality, safety,
and comfort. The upper part is made of denim,
the palm part of leather. Gloves are fully lined
with aramid fibers made with original Kevlar®
by DuPont™ which gives maximum abrasion
resistance. Little and ring fingers are made of
leather and protected by hard protection. All
knuckles and impact zones are protected with soft
or hard protectors. Various stretch panels
on fingers and wrist ensure comfort. Between
fingers there are small stretchy and breathable
gussets ensuring flexibility and ventilation.
Reflective strap with Trilobite logo on the back
of the hand increase rider’s visibility on road.
Finger tips are touch screen ready so that riders
can easily operate a cell phone or GPS without
having to take the gloves off. Wrist band is made
of stretchy neoprene with velcro strap to fix the
gloves as you need.

SPECIFICATION

Outer material:
▪ Denim and leather
▪ Palm: Original drum dyed aniline/comfort natural
A+ quality cowhide leather
▪ Back: Top quality denim with flexible panels on
back and fingers for ease of motion
Outer shell lining:
▪ Full aramid fibers lining made with Kevlar® by
progressive DuPont™ technology
Protection:
▪ Aramid fibers lining made with Kevlar® by
DuPont™
▪ High density molded protection on knuckles
for safety
▪ Extra layers of leather on palm to increase safety

FEATURES

Ergonomic features:
▪ Stretch panels on fingers and wrist
▪ Elastic/soft Lycra between fingers for comfort
movement
▪ Touch screen compatible finger tips
▪ Embossed neoprene on wrist cuff for ergo fit
▪ Leather puller
▪ Adjustable Velcro strap closure
Visibility:
▪ 3M Scotchlite reflective strap with logo on the
back of the hand
Fit:
▪ Travel and street riding, men sizes (S – 2XL) and
ladies sizes (XS - XL). Perfectly matches with
Trilobite® Parado jeans and jackets

MATERIALS

LADIES
VERSION
AVAILABLE

KNUCKLE
PROTECTORS

REFLECTIVE
ELEMENTS

TOUCH SCREEN
COMPATIBLE
FINGER TIPS

ARAMID
ABRASION
RESISTANCE

STRETCH
COMFORT
ZONES

LEATHER ABRASION
RESISTANCE

LEATHER
PULLER

Top
Denim with Aramid fibers lining

ADJUSTABLE
STRAPS

EN 13594:2015

COLOR VERSIONS
▪ Black
▪ Blue

Kevlar® and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of E.I. du
Pont de Nemours and Company.
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SIZES
▪ MEN S | M | L | XL | 2XL
▪ LADIES XS | S | M | L | XL

Palm
Leather

Elastic/soft Lycra between fingers
for comfort movement
Original drum dyed aniline/comfort
natural A+ quality cowhide leather
Top quality denim with flexible panels
on back and fingers for ease of motion
Stretch panels on fingers and wrist

High density molded protection
on knuckles for safety

Embossed neoprene
on wrist cuff for ergo fit

3M Scotchlite reflective strap
with logo on the back of the hand

Touch screen compatible finger tips

Original drum dyed aniline/comfort
natural A+ quality cowhide leather

Top quality denim with flexible panels
on back and fingers for ease of motion

Extra layers of leather on palm
to increase safety

Elastic/soft Lycra between
fingers for comfort movement
Adjustable Velcro strap closure
Full aramid fibers lining
made with Kevlar®
by progressive DuPont™
technology

Extra layers of leather
on palm to increase safety
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AFTRIDE
FLIP FLOPS
1922

GREY/BLUE

OPTION 1 - SANDALS

OPTION 2 - FLIP FLOPS

You should never leave for your next motorcycle trip without the ultimate Trilobite Aftride Flip Flops.
Stroll along the beach at sunset, kick back by the campfire to chill with your friends, and then hit the town
for a casual night out in your new favorite pair of comfortable, durable flip flops from Trilobite. Designed
for optimal functionality, Aftride flips are a grab-and-go option you'll always want to have stashed in
your pack so you can enjoy breathable comfort after your long motorcycle ride. Trilobite drawstring
bag is included for your convenient packing. A flip without the flop! Our Trilobite Aftride flips last way
beyond your average summer sandal with smart design and function in mind. They instantly convert into
a “sandal” via a simple accessory strap. Our Trilobite Aftride flips are comfortable, supportive, without
sacrificing style. We think this is the ultimate flip-flop to convert into any adventure After your motorcycle
road trips.

MATERIALS
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

upper EVA foam with laser embossed logo
high-density rubber outsole
PU leather toe tag with embossed logo
thong straps PU leather with Nylon
removable 100% Nylon straps with plastic buckle
packed with 100% Polyester string bag

FEATURES
ADJUSTABLE
STRAPS
EASY TO CONVERT
FLIP-FLOPS TO SANDALS
STRING BAG
INCLUDED

COLOR VERSIONS
▪ Grey/Blue

SIZES
▪ MEN 41 | 42 | 43 | 44 | 46
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RAIN JEANS SUIT
861

SPECIFICATION
▪
▪
▪
▪

Nylon Taffeta
elastic straps over shoulders
YKK Nylon zippers
detachable velcro pocket which can be used as a product waterproof
transport bag

FEATURES

TRANSPORT BAG

100%
%

(pocket) 25 x 17 x 13 cm
WATERPROOF

SIZES
▪ UNISEX
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S-M | L-XL | 2XL-3XL

NECKTUBE

POSSIBILITIES OF USE

SPECIFICATION
250 mm

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

500 mm

▪ Comfortable elastic tube made
of polyester microfiber
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NECKTUBE
face mask
head band
scarf
cap
balaclava
bandana
blindfold
beanie
wrist band

Trilobite Leggins

Allshape jeans

Cullebro jeans

Rustler jacket

Trilobite Leggins

Trilobite Victory Brown Jacket,
Acid Scrambler Jeans and Comfee Gloves

Trilobite Airtech jackets and pants

Trilobite Ace Jacket
and Parado Black Jeans

Allshape jeans

Trilobite Leggins

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
At Trilobite® we recognize 3 key crucial elements which must reach their right
balance:

SAFETY / COMFORT / STYLE
or
STYLE / COMFORT / SAFETY
or
COMFORT / STYLE / SAFETY
Trilobite team knows very well that everyone wants to ride SAFE
...however, there are more and more bikers who prefer to ride in STYLE
...but at the end, most bikers prefer their riding COMFORT.
We want to provide answers to any technical question any biker or Trilobite® customer might have regarding our product
range. Whatever the riders are searching for in the world of motorcycle (gear) garments, they will always find it in the
Trilobite® range. SAFETY & STYLE & COMFORT...these are the core values which Trilobite® is proud of and which are
reflected in every product from Trilobite collection.
Trilobite RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT team has already developed various new materials which help bikers increase
their riding pleasure. Trilobite will help you ride SAFE, with a decent portion of STYLE, last but not least with an
uncompromising level of COMFORT.
If you are interested what is behind the function of Trilobite products and what literally is inside the garment, find out
more on the next pages...

If you are interested, read
more...

DYNEEMA®
MATERIAL

TOUGH, TOUGHER, THE TOUGHEST

Dyneema® Denim in majority is a mix of Polyethylene fiber with Cotton.
Dyneema® yarn is based on a Ultra High Molecular Weight Polyethylene
(UHMWPE) which is manufactured using a special spinning process resulting
in a fiber that has an extreme high crystallinity with following properties:
Extreme high tensile strength
Depending on the Dyneema® content in the denim, it is extremely difficult
to tear or break the fabric. It is claimed to be 15 times as strong as steel.

only 0,8 mm thick

High cut resistance
Denim that contains more than 5 - 10% Dyneema® will have noticeably higher cut resistance compared to regular fabrics.
Abrasion resistance
Using half the amount of Dyneema® improves the abrasion resistance of a single-layer motorcycle denim with aramid by 70%. The
like-for-like improvement is 300%.
Chemically inert
Even though Dyneema® itself is chemically inert and therefore resists almost all types of chemicals, it is not recommended to bleach,
nor dry-clean denim with Dyneema® to prevent quality issues related to the Cotton fiber in the denim.
Heat sensitive
Dyneema® has a melting temperature of 140 - 144°C and therefore any exposure to temperatures higher than 130°C, even for short
periods (seconds) should be avoided. Hence the recommendation to iron at max 110°C / 230°F and tumble dry at low temperatures.
UHMWPE is odorless, tasteless, and non-toxic, therefore it is widely used in all kinds of industries - bulletproof vests, cut resistant
gloves, mooring oil rigs in harbor, fishing nets, biomedical use in orthopedic and cardiovascular implants, sports equipment.

Trilobite uses two different compositions:
1) UHMWPE 52% + denim for Ton-Up product
2) UHMWPE 14% + denim for Go-Up product
and Parado Dyneemic Pro

DENIM
UHMWPE
ultra • high • molecular •
weight • polyethylene

TRILOBITEX®

LAMINATED MATERIAL
A world’s unique performance material by Trilobite called TRILOBITEX
represents an innovative breakthrough technology in the world of motorcycle
jeans protection.
®

®

®

TRILOBITEX material is especially designed for motorcycle garment. In its 4-layer
sandwich construction it combines basic features which are important for every rider –
Safety, Abrasion resistance, Breathability, Comfort, Waterproofness.

only 1,7 mm thick

The four layers are directly laminated which ensures effective product dimensions and
gives the jeans civil and ergonomic look.
®

Trilobite Premium Aramid Fashion as the first in the world is introducing abrasion
resistant, protective waterproof jeans.
There have been many jeans equipped with protective lining but we decided to go ahead and break further limits. Those who wear
denim when riding a bike also want to travel dry and safe. All of this you can have with our new denim range made
®
of technologically advanced TRILOBITEX material developed exclusively for motorcycle riders.
Membranes will assure unrivalled drainage of moisture away from your skin to the outside environment and
still keep a sufficient value of the water column and 100% windproof features.
Thanks to unique nanofiber structure with the fiber diameter
up to 150 nm, the nanomembrane has by 20 000 000 pores within 1 cm2
more than usual micropore membranes. Thanks to it the nanomembrane
is able to reach unique properties which no other membranes
in the world can compete. Nanomembrane is very similar to human skin

DENIM
11.5 oz – civil look

ARAMID FIBERS
KEVLAR® by DuPontTM
abrasion and tearing resistance

TRI-TEX®
WTP 10 000 mm;
BRTH 10 000 g/m2/24h

MESH LINING
maximum comfort

which gives the membrane extremely high values in its breathable
properties. It means the ability to take body moisture away from the skin to
the outside environment. Moreover nanomembrane is 100% windproof and
its hydrostatic resistance can exceed 10 000 mm+.

TRILOBITEX® is a patented material of Bikers Crown Ltd.
TRILOBITEX® and TRILOBITE® are trademarks of BIKERS CROWN Ltd.
Kevlar® and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered trademarks
of E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Company.

B-DRY

LAMINATED MATERIAL
The main advantage of B-DRY is its waterproof features. Three directly
laminated layers ensure that you always ride dry with maximum comfort, no
matter if you travel in the rain. Water will not get to your body as the laminated
nanomembrane works as a barrier that will not let water get to your body
as it stops in above layers which dry again quickly.

DENIM
11.5 oz – civil look

TRI-TEX®
WTP 10 000 mm;
BRTH 10 000 g/m2/24h

MESH LINING
maximum comfort

only 1,1 mm thick

3-LAYER WAX COTTON®

LAMINATED MATERIAL
The concept of Wax Cotton was
originally developed in the early
15th century by sailors in England
and Scotland. Over the centuries it
became very popular for the great
performance. Waxed Cotton requires
only minimal care to maintain its
appearance and can go years without
having to be washed. The sprayed
wax on top cotton layer formula
is non-toxic and non-hazardous.
It performs great in both hot and
cold temperatures. The refined wax
finish provides an additional layer
of protection from rain, moisture
and time. Waxed canvas has a long
lifespan behaving much like leather.
Trilobite® Premium Aramid Fashion
uses the best Waxed Cotton on the
market to increase the product
lifespan and performance.

3-LAYERS

WAX COTTON

only 0,9 mm thick

ARAMID FIBERS
KEVLAR® by DuPontTM
abrasion and tearing
resistance

TRI-TEX®
WTP 10 000 mm;
BRTH 10 000 g/m2/24h

2-LAYER WAX COTTON®

LAMINATED MATERIAL

2-LAYERS

WAX COTTON

TRI-TEX®
WTP 10 000 mm;
BRTH 10 000 g/m2/24h

only 0,4 mm thick

TRI-TEX®

MEMBRANE
TRI-TEX® is a microporous Polyurethane
coated membrane with pores of different sizes.
TRI-TEX membrane is waterproof, breathable
and windproof.
®

The waterproofness of the membrane is
measured on the basis of the water column
under the pressure of which the material starts
to allow water through it. TRI-TEX® is able to
hold up to 10 000 mm water column.

WATERPROOF

BREATHABLE

TRI-TEX® membrane is waterproof.
It protects rider's body from the
rain and water drops. Thanks to this
membrane you will stay dry and fell
comfortable.

TRI-TEX® is a breathable membrane.
It allows the body moisture to
evaporate and letting through to
the outside of the garment. Thus
the rider stays dry and feels still
comfortable.

10 000 mm water column

10 000 g/cm2/24h

The breathability of the membrane means to
what extent the membrane is able to let the
body moisture vapor through. Thus this ability
reduces overheating and wet retention under
the membrane layer. Measured in g/cm2/24h
TRI-TEX® membrane reaches the value of
10 000 g.

PROTECTIVE

LINING

KEVLAR® BY DUPONTTM

• original aramid fiber by the progressive DuPont™ technology
which is diswtinguished by strength and abrasion resistance
• tear resistance
• a high melting degree (450°C) ensures safety in case of high
frictional temperature
EXTRAORDINARILY STRONG, LIGHT AND CUT-RESISTANT,
DUPONT™ KEVLAR® BRAND FIBRE IS HIGHLY RESISTANT TO
CUTS, ABRASION, AND HIGH TEMPERATURES.

BETTER, STRONGER AND SAFER WITH KEVLAR® FIBER
Versatile and strong, Kevlar® fiber is more than just a series of threads.
DuPont™ Kevlar® fibers are used in a variety of clothing, accessories, and equipment to help make them safer and more durable. With
five times the strength of steel based on an equal weight basis, it’s the go-to fiber for protective apparel and accessories.

WHAT IS KEVLAR® ?
DuPont™ KEVLAR® is an organic fibre in the aromatic polyamide (aramid) family. The chemical structure of para-aramids distinguishes them from other commercial man-made and
natural fibers and gives KEVLAR® its unique properties. It has high strength, high modulus (stiffness), toughness and thermal stability. In addition, it is resistant to many of the chemicals
and solvents encountered in today’s industrial environment. This combination of properties makes it an exceptional fibre for use in tyre reinforcement, ballistics applications, ropes and
cables, and in protective apparel where high strength, and thermal, puncture, and cut resistance are required.
Kevlar® and DuPont™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Company.

CORDURA® DENIM WITH COOLMAX®

MATERIAL

outer shell

12.5 oz Cordura® denim with COOLMAX® fibers
CORDURA® Denim fabric helps the jeans last longer
than traditional 100% cotton denim. CORDURA®
Denim fabric retains the authentic look and feel of
cotton denim, but with added abrasion resistance,
and toughness. Jeans made with CORDURA®
Denim fabric are exceptionally durable without
compromising on comfort and style. Ride style and
ride safe in TRILOBITE® jeans made with CORDURA®
Denim fabric.

100% Cotton
Cordura® denim

The main advantage of CORDURA® denim fabric
is its extreme durability, tearing and abrasion
resistance. At the same time it offers the feel and look of classic denim, therefore it gives the civil look to the apparel.
COOLMAX® technology is engineered for everyday comfort and performance. It has added cooling and drying performance to CORDURA®
denim fabric. Adding the COOLMAX® fibers in denim means creating the moisture outlet system inside the fabric. This fiber system
takes the moisture to the upper layer of the fabric which allows the rider to stay cool, dry and feel more comfortable when it comes
on hot days.
Additional key benefits of CORDURA® Denim fabric include:
The authentic look and feel of traditional 100% cotton denim.
Exceptional abrasion resistance – Four times more resistant to abrasion
than standard 100% cotton denim fabric.
The heritage of the CORDURA® brand which has proven performance in
many of the world’s toughest environments.

MOISTURE

AIR

HYDROPHOBIC

TREATMENT

It concerns hydrophobic treatment of textile materials, knittings and other fabrics. On the surface there is a thin
layer of nanoparticles and this way an extremely water and oil repellent surface is created. All Trilobite waterproof
riding apparel is hydrophobically treated which gives the products additional waterproof properties.
PRINCIPLE
The principle of hydrophobic treatment is that every single fiber is
covered with a thin layer of nanoparticles. The result is an extremely
high level of hydrophobic features which gives no chance to liquids to
stick to the surface of the material thus soil or even damage the fabric.

TRILOBITE JEANS ABRASION
RESISTANCE INDEX
MATERIAL ABRASION RESISTANCE COMPARISON
ACCORDING TO EN 13595-2 (in seconds)
INDEPENDENT ABRASION RESISTANCE TEST OF KEY TRILOBITE PRODUCTS WAS CONDUCTED BY TÜV RHEINLAND LABORATORY (ACCORDING TO EN 13595-2)

0,42 s

REGULAR DENIM JEANS (DEPENDS ON WEIGHT OF OUNCE)

1,22 s

CORDURA DENIM
Ton-up

1,5 s

DYNEEMA® DENIM 14%

TRILOBITE GO-UP

ONE LAYER, FULL LEGS PROTECTION

2,6 s

DENIM + KEVLAR

TRILOBITE PARADO, TRILOBITE ACID SCRAMBLER, TRILOBITE
MICAS URBAN, TRILOBITE SMART, TRILOBITE SK8RIDING,
TRILOBITE ZIPSY, TRILOBITE AIRTECH, TRILOBITE TAFF,
TRILOBITE CULLEBRO

parado

parado

3,7 s

DYNEEMA® DENIM 14% + KEVLAR

TRILOBITE PARADO DYNEEMIC PRO

4,12 s

LEATHER

Ton-up

4,8 s

DYNEEMA® DENIM 52%

TRILOBITE TON-UP

ONE LAYER, FULL LEGS PROTECTION

Probut X-factor

5,2 s

CORDURA® DENIM + KEVLAR

TRILOBITE PROBUT X-FACTOR, TRILOBITE RAW AUTHENTIC, TRILOBITE RIDE'N'ROLL
agnox

6,7 s

TRILOBITEX®

TRILOBITE AGNOX, TRILOBITE SYMPHIS ROCKER
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SECONDS
OF ROAD
ABRASION

MATERIALS
DENIM

LEATHER

ARAMID
TRILOBITEX®
FIBERS LINING

(WAX)
COTTON

CORDURA®
DENIM

B-DRY

DYNEEMA®
DENIM

RIDE FOR THE FUTURE
®
TRILOBITE RECYCLE STANDARDS
TRILOBITE RECYCLED STANDARDS
Trilobite® target is to change the conventional way of motorcycle apparel production. While in the sports apparel industry it is nowadays
quite common to use recycled materials for garment production, especially in ski & snowboard technical apparel, in the motorcycle apparel
industry it is a unique approach.
Trilobite® is probably one of the first motorcycle apparel brands which uses recycled materials for garment
production.
Although Trilobite is a motorcycle technical apparel maker, we still keep in mind the importance of a clean environment. We know it
is not necessary to use natural resources in a careless way. Using waste as a raw material allows minimizing the consumption of natural
resources. Trilobite® commits to help save the planet.
Trilobite® Premium Aramid Fashion future goal is to produce motorcycle apparel from 100% recycled materials.
In 2019 collection, Trilobite is coming to the market with products, which contain either recycled polyester or recycled
cotton.Using recycled cotton helps to reduce the use of virgin Cotton, and thus the significant water, CO2 and other impacts from cotton
farming. The pre-consumer Cotton from industry and post-consumer Cotton from discarded clothes goes to grinding process and then raw
material is made again. After that, the raw material is processed into yarn and the yarn is turned into recycled Cotton.

Besides recycled Cotton, Trilobite® also uses recycled Polyester. By integrading 100% recycled polyester fabrics in garments Trilobite®
is keeping bottles and other plastics out of the ocean. By taking 70 bottles out of the ocean we get 1 kg of recycled polyester. 14 bottles
collected from the ocean to be used during the production of 1 Trilobite jacket for the lining. Besides, we help to save also the energy,
because the energy consumption during the production of recycled Polyester is less than what is needed to produce the virgin Polyester.
In particular, it takes up to 53% less energy.

Trilobite wants to keep our planet clean!

70x

= 1 kg RECYCLED
POLYESTER

1x TRILOBITE Jacket
with recycled lining.

=

14x
Every TRILOBITE jacket lining is made from 14 PET bottles.

RE

TE
ED
ER

RECYCLED

SAVE

ENJOY

PLASTIC BOTTLES

THE PLANET

THE RIDE

RECYCLED

SAVE

ENJOY

DENIM

THE PLANET

THE RIDE

CLOSING THE LOOP ON DENIMS LIFECYCLE

70x = 1 kg
What will you do with your jeans when they are no longer fit for wearing? Throw them away? But what happens then? Will they disappear?
50x = 1 x
Many individuals separate and recycle paper, plastics, and domestic waste, but not enough people responsibly recycle the textiles.
RECYCLED
POLYESTER

ALL TRILOBITE LABELED PRODUCTS ARE CERTIFIED UNDER

licence number

GLOBAL RECYCLED STANDARD BY THE CONTROL UNION
Denim jeans
are made mostly of the seemingly pure and all natural Cotton plant. This thirsty cotton plant depends on fertile land, intensive
irrigation, pesticide spraying and a sunny climate in order to thrive. An average pair of jeans uses up to 3,78 litres of water in its full
lifecycle. 70% of this precious water is being used in cotton farming alone.

The majority of the worlds textiles are made of man made plastic fibers which then break down into hazardous waste when dumped in
landfill. The enviroment cannot keep up with fashions constant rotation of fashion clothing which obviously create an unacceptable amount
of wastage.
Recycling denim and textiles is the only way to close the loop on clothing's linear lifecycle.
Trilobite® cooperates with denim brands that are developing innovative ways of recycling old denim into new denim garments. The old
denim garments are deconstructed into scraps and shredded into raw cotton again, just like how it began. This Cotton fiber is then blended
with virgin cotton to ensure good tensile strength and woven ito new denim fabric. By cutting out the agricultural process, jeans crafted
with at least 15 precent recycled cotton save as much water as the entire manufacturing process consumes.

TRILOBITE
JEANS & PANTS FITTING

Straight fit

Regular fit

Slim-straight fit

Skinny fit

Drop crotch skinny fit

Slim fit

Racing fit

Taff pants
Probut X-Factor
Smart jeans
Airtech

Parado jeans
Ton-Up
Go-Up
Symphis rocker
Agnox
Raw Authentic
Dual pants

Acid Scrambler

Leggings
Micas Urban ladies

SK8 Riding

Micas Urban men
Chic
Zipsy
Parado jeans

Fueller combo pants

TRILOBITE
CRASH PROGRAM
Trilobite Premium Aramid Fashion appreciates its customers by
offering the Trilobite Crash Program.

Any rider wearing the Trilobite motorcycle apparel during a traffic
accident, damaging its motorcycle and Trilobite clothing, has a
chance to receive brand new items.
You can get a FREE pair of new trousers!
It is very simple!
Please, fill out the form on website www.trilobitemoto.com including
the description of the accident and photo documentation. Submit
the form with your contact information, and send us the damaged

item to our headquarters.
Our team of experts will analyze the clothing after the
accident, and our customer support will contact you regarding
the new item.
Our philosophy is clear. We do not sponsor any sport riders,
we sponsor regular people riders just like you, who by riding
in our Trilobite® Premium Aramid Fashion clothing give us the
feedback about the performance of our products. On return,
we give the new clothing with our thank you note.

Please send us the damaged item to this address:

Bikers Crown Ltd.
V Lipkach 78/II
503 51 Chlumec nad Cidlinou
CZECH REPUBLIC

100% WATERPROOF

STRETCH PANELS

INSLEEVE MATERIAL INSERT

AIR VENTILATION POCKETS

LASER LOGO

WATERPROOF ZIPPERS

REMOVABLE THERMO LINING

SUNGLASSES POCKET

3M SCOTCHLITE REFLECTIVE STRIPE

COLLAR MAGNET FIXING

ADJUSTABLE WAIST

INSIDE POCKETS

100% WATERPROOF

CE LEVEL 2 PROTECTORS

SECRET WATERPROOF POCKET

STRETCH PANELS

AIR VENTILATION POCKETS

TAFFETA RAIN BOOT CUFF

MICRO PHOTON II SUPER LED

STRETCH PANELS

ZIP CONNECTION

HIGH WAIST FOR BETTER COMFORT

X-TREME COMFORT

ANTI-SLIDE SILICON

COLLECTION OVERVIEW

= AVAILABLE TILL CURRENT STOCK LASTS

ADVENTURER

1993

LADIES

TIMBER 2.0

1892

KICKSTART JACKET

WAX COTTON VEST

AGNOX JACKET

LADIES

AIRTECH JACKET
1995

1996

761

1870

963

FUELLER COMBO JACKET

ILLENIUS

DISTINCT SHIRT

964

1890

1971

RALLY 2.0 JACKET

1992

ACID SCRAMBLER JACKET

SYMPHIS ROCKER JACKET
962

VICTORY

RUSTLER

1994

HERITAGE T-SHIRT
1831

1990

PARADO JACKET
961

LADIES

STU T-SHIRT
1830

ACE JACKET

1991

LADIES

TON-UP

GO-UP

REGULAR
FIT

REGULAR
FIT

RIDE'N'ROLL
669

REGULAR
FIT

SYMPHIS ROCKER

RAW AUTHENTIC

1960

1860

ACID SCRAMBLER

669

1861

REGULAR
FIT

REGULAR
FIT

1664

Slim-straight
fit

PARADO

661

SLIM FIT
REGULAR
FIT

NEW FITTING

NEW FITTING

PARADO
RECYCLED

PARADO LADIES
661

LADIES

REGULAR
FIT

661
REGULAR
FIT

SLIM FIT

PARADO
DYNEEMIC PRO

CULLEBRO

LADIES

2064

1964

REGULAR
FIT

REGULAR
FIT

PROBUT
X-FACTOR

TAFF

LADIES

NEW

1965

REGULAR
FIT

REGULAR
FIT

SMART

LADIES

1863

LADIES

AIRTECH
1996

1663

REGULAR
FIT

STRAIGHT
FIT

AGNOX
1666

REGULAR
FIT

LADIES

MICAS URBAN
1665

SLIM FIT

STRAIGHT
FIT

LADIES

SKINNY FIT

LADIES

FUELLER
COMBO
RACING
FIT

2063

1865

NEW

SLIM FIT
SKINNY FIT

REGULAR
FIT

LEGGINS NEW

LEGGINS NEW

LADIES

LADIES

2061

Sheep leather
+
Stretch fabric

PARADO GLOVES
1840

COMFEE GLOVES
1943

AFTRIDE FLIP FLOPS

LEGGINS

1968

SK8RIDING
1996

LADIES

Textured Cow
Leather

SKINNY FIT

1922

CHIC JEANS

ALLSHAPE

1864

1963

2061

LADIES

LADIES

DUAL PANTS
(2in1)

Drop crotch
skinny FIT

SKINNY FIT

RALLY GLOVES
1841

CAFÉ GLOVES
1942

PILOTER GLOVES
1842

RAIN JEANS
SUIT

861

NECKTUBE

FASTER GLOVES
1941

SALES SUPPORT ITEMS 2020 CATALOGUE
Sales support items offer in a separate catalog available for dealers only (on request at Trilobite hotline)

NOTES

All your notes, comments, objections, feedbacks and proposals, if they are not your secret, will help us to be a better brand and
improve our work. Do not hesitate to inform us about things you do not like or about any mistakes. We will appreciate it.
Thank you!

WWW.TRILOBITEMOTO.COM
Follow us on social media:

Bikers Crown Ltd.
V Lipkach 78/II
503 51 Chlumec nad Cidlinou
CZECH REPUBLIC
email: bikerscrown@bikerscrown.cz

All products, pictures, logos and sign of this catalogue are under trade mark Trilobite motorcycle jeans®
2019 Copyright by Bikers Crown Ltd.
Created by BIKERS CROWN Graphic Studio.
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